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INTRODUCTION

There are two ohapters in F. H. Bradley's Appearance and
Reality that may be said to have thrust upon contemporary philosophy
a new sense of the difficulties involved in the oonoept of the self.
In these ohapters Mr. Bradley undermines not only the plain man’s
normal attitude toward himself but all orthodox philosophical formu¬
lations of the term, from the Cartesian statement to its opposite
extreme in the writings of David Hume.

By way of introduction, he

writes: "A man commonly thinks that he knows what he means by his
self....And of course the faot of one's own existence, in some sense,
is quite beyond doubt.

But as to the sense in whioh this existence

is so certain, there the case is far otherwise...And so far is the
self from being clearer than things outside us that, to speak general-

1
ly, we never know what we mean when we talk of it”.

Mr. Bradley's

thesis that the self is ultimately 'appearance' does not enter into
the ensuing empirical analysis of the nature of the self.

Here the

question is, to what precisely does the 'meaning* and 'sense' of the
self refer?

ïïhioh of its empirical elements furnish material for

the most exact definition of selfhood?

And in this form the problem

of the self may be said to be fully launched upon its modern journey¬
ing s.

-2-

A cursory glanoe into contemporary philosophy might sug¬
gest that there are as many answers to the question as there are
philosophers writing.

Selfhood, it would seem, is a sort of cham¬

eleon "Idea” that changes with each shade of philosophic background
and expresses, in the last analysis, not much more than an attitude
or a tendency on the part of the definer.

Furthermore, the plane

of definition——the philosophic atmosphere in which the argument is
conducted—varies so radically between individual writers or groups
of writers that a very continuity of subject matter appears to be
lacking.
It is not difficult to point’ out a few of the reasons why
this is so.

The term self, intentionally neutral in tone and psy-

Mw

chologioal^implication, is lineal descendant of the more illustrious
word Soul and, as such, heir to century upon century of acorued mean¬
ings.

These meanings assist tenaciously in begging the question to¬

day, the more so since it is a qiostion of perennial interest to phil¬
osophers and one that is more than a little liable to exert a potent
influence on their thinking.

Again, the problem of the self, in what¬

ever system of philosophy, is intimately related to other important
questions such as the nature of experience, reality, mindj and -until
the ’extremes' have exhibited more of convergence on these topics it
is not surprising that they do not meet on the problem of selfhood.
And again, the very ’immediacy' of selfhood is apt to stand in the
way of a formulation of it in universally significant sooial terms.
At any rate, the problem of the self is still highly con¬
troversial subject-matter.

And no attempt can be made in this essay
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to exhaust the range of its ramifications in contemporary philosophy.
It is rather proposed to select several outstanding figures in eaoh
of the schools of Idealism, realism,and pragmatism, who have expend¬
ed unusual time and energy on this problem or who may be said to rep¬
resent the views of other writers in their group.

It is not meant,

of course, that this division into schools is absolute.

In certain

oases a writer belongs in a specific group only in virtue of his epis¬
temological theories, while definitely allied in spirit with other ten¬
dencies.

And, in view of the fact that distinctions between epistem¬

ological schools are slowly breaking down, it sometimes appears that
the schools themselves are ’’traditional battle- ries and watch-words
rather than names of precision".
For the purposes of this essay, however, it is assumed that
idealism, realism,and pragmatism may still be broadly characterized
as groups.

And it is believed that a careful rather than a cursory

survey of contemporary philosophy brings to light oertain affinities
in approach to the problem of the self and oertain concurrent trends
of opinion.
On one point at least, it may be said that many writers in
all schools agree.

The self is no longer definable, after the schol¬

astic tradition, as a simple, unchanging substance, 'an indisoerptible
unity’, numerically one and identical with itself.

Nor is it often

handled along the lines of the traditional metaphysical doctrine of
substance as a substratum of experience, a 'bond' holding experiences
together, 'owning* them or explaining them as their 'rational essence*.
There are still to be heard in various philosophic quarters today, a
few echoes of older theological or rationalistic doctrines.

Ur. Mo-
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Dougall’s dualistic view in Body and Mind, in which he argues from
the unity of consoiousness to the unity of soul, is reminiscent of
the fies Cogitans of Descartes, although his description of the soul
not as a thinking being but "as a being capable of being stimulated

2
to conscious activities through the agency of the body or brain" iden¬
tifies him also with a Vitalistio interpretation, in the opinion of
John Laird.

Dr. James Ward's position, Laird thinks, is a contem¬

porary instance of Cartesianism with an added Kantian flavor.
"whole ’duality of experience'", Laird says,
physical subject and the metaphysical object.

Ward's

"swings between the meta¬
We do not perceive

things in themselves....and we oannot * intuit’...either our ’subjective'
attention or feeling or the metaphysical subject whioh controls and ex-

3
plains them".
Moreover, in addition to these dualistio, substantialist in¬
terpretations, several forms of personalistic pluralism retreat into
the past, e.g. Dr. McTaggart's cosmos of eternal selves-in-relation;
Borden P. Bowne's identical, organic individual self whioh is "the

4
personal beginning of all speculation", "the datum for all thought";
and Wilson’s transcendent self presupposed by the fact of experience.
Dr. McTaggart's self is a numerically identical, unique soul-substance
underlying and distinct from its manifestations.

And the arguments

of Bowne and Wilson are of an essentially Berkeleyan type, i.e. every
experienced item belongs to a self, therefore selves are creators of,
or at least organizers of, the experienced world.

For Wilson this

implies transcendence or some form of 'pure' ego.
Blit the movement in contemporary philosophy is, on the

5-
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whole, away from theories of this type.

in general it may be said

that idealism, avoiding subjectivist premises, takes its start from
'experience* in the wide sense of the term, which it interprets as
a revelation of a spiritually significant objective world order. Re¬
garding selves as uniquely significant parts of this order, it de¬
fines the self as a center or system of values either actually real¬
ized or constituting an 'ideal' limit toward which the self strives.
Realism, on the oontrary, examines the self as a developed physiol¬
ogical or psychological phenomenon with a view toward establishing
its exact 'degree of substantiality* in relation to its experienced
world.

While the pragmatist has hitherto dealt with the influence

of conduct and social factors on the biological-psychological origin
of the idea of selves.
In studying the theories of the several men who exemplify
these major trends, it will lessen the apparent discontinuity between
their definitions to note at the outset, a distinction made by Baldwin

5
between the 'primary self' and the * self-consoious self.

The primary

self is the self unrefleotive about itself, considered simply as sub¬
ject of experience.

It involves a disoussion of all the character¬

istics of the self apart from, though related to other selves, with
a view to determining, in accordance with the conventional psycholog¬
ical tri-partite division of the activities of the self into feeling,
willing and thinking, in what sense the self is the experient of his
emotional experience, the agent of his activity, the thinker of his
thought.

This usually implies an objective standpoint filled in

with reports from the observer's own experience.

At times the mater-
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ial used is that obtained chiefly through introspection, as in the
case of John Laird; at other times it is that, of the physiologist.
But in all oases the fundamental problem is that of the relation of
centers of thought, volitions and feelings to their experienced
world.

Is the experienced world somehow a product of selves or is

it independent of selves?

Is the self that which ’has’ experience?

6
Is it a necessary faotor in a "duality of experience" 'to* which
things are given?
are given?

Or is it an accidental faotor 'to* which things

These and similar questions are proposed by writers un¬

dertaking to determine the nature of primary selves.
In reflective consciousness the self is not only subject
but object of its own reflection.

It is "that subject whose activ-

7
ity is the subject’s object".

"This peculiar fact", says Baldwin,

"that the subject that reflects is at onoe also its own object of
reflection is the great mystery of philosophy and the basis of whole

8
systems of speculative thought".

But with the passing of an absolute¬

ly simple, undecomposable soul-entity this problem may be regarded as
defunct.

"Contemporary psychology has aocepted the fact that the

self-content is complex", he says, and "the subject-self is in some
way a fuller statement of the elements which at the same time go to

9
make up the lesser content presented as the objeot-self".
Contemporary philosophy also, for the most part, accepts
the fact that the self-content is complex.

And the problem of the

’self-consoious self* or reflective self becomes an introspective
analysis of the total content of experience in order to determine
which of its elements are essentially the ’I’ or ’me*.

It can

7-

readily be seen that a search for the self along these lines will lead
to definitions quite different in oharacter from those finding a prim¬
ary self.

And again these theories will differ from each other in

proportion as the introspected material is variously estimated and
described by the introspeotors.

For example, Hume’s famous bundle

of perceptions* James’ "warmth and intimacy” as the locus of a sense
of personal identity; Hooking’s "system of purposive behavior emerging
from a persistent hope"; and Mead’s self-conscious self that is a sym¬
bolization of personal identity after a previous symbolization of other
selves in a social environment *
Hot all writers are explicitly in search of either a primary
or a self-conscious self; but it is believed that an understanding of
the view-point from which each works will clarify the results of the
theory.

It will also be necessary to consider the general philosophic

convictions of the writer, whether idealist, realist or pragmatist, as
they affect his treatment of the self; his view of nature and experience
in relation to the self; his view of the ’will’ and in this connection,
the freedom of the self; his view of mind and its relation to the body;
and finally his view of the destiny of the self.
In considering these matters, it will be of interest to ob¬
serve wherein the moderns differ from Descartes, when he said—-in sum¬
mary of his own findings and, incidentally, of the opinions of the av¬
erage plain man—"It is of itself so evident that it is I who doubt,
I who understand, and I who desire, that it is needless to add any ex-

10
planation in order to make the point still clearer".

THE SELF
OF
BERNARD BOSANQUET

"This same man is a maimed
god....He is under penalty condemned
to compute eternity with false weights
and to estimate infinity with a yardstiokj and he very often does it
”
James 5. Cabell

Both spiritual pluralism and absolute idealism agree on
certain metaphysioal doctrines, to •witj that all that is and appears
is of the nature of mind or spirit; that reality, being rational, is
open to various -ways of human knowing; that values are ontological
existences rooted in the essential nature of the 'real*.
It is oustomary to note that the spiritual pluralist, em¬
phasizing the 'manyness' of the real, recognizes a community or soc¬
iety of spirits, usually forming an ordered hierarchy culminating in
God; while the absolutist looks on reality as a single spirit or prin¬
ciple underlying the multiple differences of the apparent world.
the issue between them is more than pluralism or monism.

But

It lies even¬

tually in their views of the nature—-the degree of reality—of finite
or human minds.

Or,

since ’mind' is a wide term in idealism, connot¬

ing all the experiences, activities, processes of conscious or sentient
beings, and as such, the equivalent of the term ‘self’, the issue may
be stated as a difference in opinion as to the substantive or adjectiv¬
al mode of being of finite selves.

The pluralist insists on their dis¬

tinct and unique individuality and on their more or less independent,
though not necessarily unrelated, real existence.

The absolutist is

prone to regard the self as a 'provisional subject', a 'world*, a
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miorocosm drawing its content from the universe, the maorocosm.

For

him the formal distinctness of minds is subordinate and instrumental
to pervading identities and in proportion to their range and degree
of coherence, they qualify or are "adjectival to their super-ordinate
existences" from which they oannot, in principle, he detaohed.

Bernard Bosanquet's view of the self is of this latter type.
Influenced in large measure by the Hegelian system, he expounds a the¬
ory that is the inevitable concrete application to a speoifio problem,
of a metaphysical theory of the Absolute.

Or, turning the proposit¬

ion around, the Absolute is, for Bosanquet, the limit or end towards
which the experience of finite selves inevitably tends.

It makes no

difference to his broad, synthetic, Hellenic type of mind whether "we
1
start from the imperfect creature or from the principle of perfection",
the arguments which disclose the nature of reality are essentially the
same.

They reveal a vast continuum out of which the arbitrary selec¬

tion of any starting point but leads again to the whole.

The Whole,

the Absolute, includes all that is or can be and, so immeasurable is
its nature, eludes all man-made terms of approbation except, perhaps,
that of Perfection or Truth or Non-oontradiction.

Thus conceived,

the Absolute points to the finite-infinite nature of man—his "nisue
towards totality" and yet his isolation from it through the impotence,
the imperfection, the contradictions which constitute his life as fin¬
ite.

On the other hand, these contradictions, along with the effort

to overcome them, indicate that the finite individual's real nature is

10-
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out sida and beyond him—-in the Absolute.

It is true, of course,

that selves have a formal or quasi-distinctiveness based on the
fact that there "are organizations of content, which a difference
of quality, generally though not striotly dependent on belonging

2
to different bodies, prevents from being wholly blended".

And at

times this incommunicable, exclusive personal feeling results in
the self setting itself over against a hostile not-sèlf, in an at¬
titude of antagonism or repulsion against others as in the emotions
of fear or discontent.

But this is a negative attitude, "the lower

3
obvious personality".

In personality at its maximum the distinctive¬

ness breaks down, contents overlap, selves become confluent "and we

4
can see how they might beoome wholly so".

The individual’s true

5
nature "is in the coherence and perfection of the whole" and since
his reality increases pari passu with his "nisus towards totality"
and his participation in larger and larger wholes, it follows that
the Absolute is the Principle of Individuality, is, in short, the
Individual, "that which must stand; that which has nothing without

6
to set against it, and which is pure self-maintenance within".
Throughout Bosanquet's work, there is a constant inter¬
mingling in his arguments of these two approaches to reality and
the self—-the one which proceeds from the standpoint of perfection
and the other, from the standpoint of imperfection.

Before turning

to the finite-infinite creature who is "on the one hand, a climax, or
concentration, of the nature beneath it and the community around it,
and on the other hand a spark or fragment from what is above and

7
beyond it", it will therefore be essential to consider:—-first, the
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Principle of Individuality and Value by whose standard the reality
of the self is measured} and seoond, the nature out of which it rises
and on which it still depends.
In the ultimate sense, for Bosanquet, "there can only be
8
one Individual, and that the Individual, the Absolute"—whose posi¬
tive nature is to be that of a complete, self-sustained experience,
synthetic of knowledge, will and enjoyment.
led to the Absolute?

By what clues are we

By the process of every-day experience in all

its aspects, or by the logical nature of thought itself.

Taking

Ç^-l*rience in its larger connotation, not as immediate sense-percep'tion ï .it as the fluctuations of normal dally life, and especially as
those central moments in which man's "life is fullest and his soul
9

at its highest stretch", we are led to the affirmation that a "real
transcending the aotual is the very substance and spirit of our exper10

ience".

"It seems well within the mark to say that a careful analy¬

sis of a single day's life of any fairly typioal human being would
establish triumphantly all that is needed in principle for the affirm11

ation of the Absolute.

For this is merely something more..."

It

might be called the argument "a oontigentia
mundi, or inference from
—
the imperfection of data and premises".

Everywhere the passage from

the contradictory and unstable to the stable and satisfactory—as in
aesthetic experience, or the logical structures of science and philos¬
ophy, or morality, social behavior, religion—everywhere this passage
13

"forces us to the conception of the Absolute".
Moreover, the logical nature of thought as "the active form
of totality"—the process by which mind builds its fragmentary world
-.—leads to a 'Concrete Universal', which is the 'World', the Absolute.

-12-

All sound philosophy, Bosanquet thinks, recognizes the concrete rather
than the purely abstract logical character of universels, that is, rec¬
ognizes the intuitive as well as the cognitive aspect of thought.

The

generalizations of discursive thought pursue an abstract "identity ap&rt from differences", while the true universal, "an identity in dif¬
ference", assumes a further shape as a "whole of parts", "an organism",
or more generally a "world".

In its intuitive moments thought "con14

structs and sustains the fabric of experience" and tends "not to gen15

eralize but to constitute a world"——a living world, intense, vivid,
vital.

In its character of pointing beyond itself, of constituting

a world, thought arrives eventually, in principle, if not actually in
finite life, at the ultimate ’Concrete Universal’, which is one with
the ’World’, the principle of Complete Individuality, Truth, Non-con¬
tradiction, Value and Reality.
It must not be imagined that this straining of thought and
experience towards completion is alien to the Absolute.

On the con¬

trary, it is the Absolute appearing to the finite as change and suc¬
cession in time and, as such, a necessary and valuable contribution
to the vdiole.

But it is Bosanquet’s strong conviction that if the

universe were a creative progress ad ihfinitum and realized perfection
nowhere to be found, the very content and inspiration of progress
would be ruled out.

Therefore, seen from the point of view of the

whole, the Absolute "includes change" but does not itself change. It
includes also good and evil, pleasure and pain, teleological ends,
morality and religion but is not itself characterized by any of these
terms

It is "the birthplace and theatre, or more—the Including

13-
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totality—of goodness, than itself of the precise nature of -what we

16
call good”

or pleasant or teleological, if teleology is defined as

implying direction by a supreme mind outside, above the Universe,

The

religious consciousness approaches more adequately than any other fin¬
ite experience the nature of the Individual, but "the God who is the
object of religious adoration Is rather the representative of the uni-

17
verse when considered as overcoming evil by good”.

And the Absolute

is best conceived, Bosanquet thinks, as an impersonal or suprapersonal
Perfection, the standard of value which "strictly you do not value}

18
you value all else by it".
It should be noted that occasionally Bosanquet refers to a

19
"world-consciousness" or to the fact that "thought constructs end sus-

20
tains the fabric of experience" or to the complete 'Concrete Universal',
which, on the analogy of the constructed *worlds' of less complete con¬
crete universale, must also constitute a 'world'.

He says, in fact,

that is so far e.s experience takes the form of "self-centered worlds",
it involves a character "in which thought is at home with itself, and

21
is not driven from pillar to post to make its fortune" but "assumes

22
the attitude of an intuitive understanding".

On such premises it

would appear that the Absolute is a mind, the center of a world which
it intuitively understands and constructs.

However, this interpreta¬

tion is, on the whole, subordinate to an impersonal Individual whose
chief attributes are Totality and Perfection.
In the world of appearance the Absolute assumes the charac¬
ter of externality of nature.

The Individual, as it were,"stretches

23
downwards", throws "its content into living focuses, vortices, worlds"

-14-

and appears, from our side, as an independent, mechanistic, nonpfeychicàl existence, as though acting according to law and not from
the idea of law.

But for Bosanquet, since the external world is not

a self-subsistent èntity, hut rather represents an element

w

of dis24
sooiation essential to the order and emphasis of the whole”, the gen¬

eral uniformity of law and determinism of nature is a necessary corol¬
lary of idealistio theory.

Our antagonism to the idea of a determined

nature is based on the dualism erected between nature as outward, ex¬
tended, exclusive of spontaneity, versus mind as inward, unextended,
purposive.

Yilhen once we reoognize the dependence of mind for its con¬

tent on nature and "the ‘relativity of the external world to some kind
25
of knowledge or apprehension”, it is clear that the freedom of mind,
which is its logical

self-determinateness, is a something more—not

less—of the determinateness and necessity of nature.

And nature

itself appears as the "instrument or element of the Absolute by which
26
the mind's own 'nature' is communicated to it".
Furthermore nature in relation to developed finite selves
is "twice-born".

It is not created by selves nor resolvable into

psychic centers of a lower order of development; but neither can it
exist as the sensuous world in space and time, apart from the individ¬
uals whose environment it forms.

That is, for Bosanquet, "so far as

the outside is concerned, all the arguments for the impossibility of
independence in primary, secondary and tertiary properties would re27
tain their force" and nature (as we know it) apart from a "self which
28
29 ^
must at least be sentient", would be nothing. On the other hand, mind,

separated from nature "would not be itself, would not be a self, would

15-
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30
not be anything".

The relation between them is thus seen to be com¬

plementary, the sentient self conferring qualities and "a spirit of

31
totality" on "the fragmentary or disconnected"; and nature furnishing
the "source and store-house of all positive properties, contents, and

32
distinctions".

"Mind has nothing of its own but the active form of

33
totality; everything positive it draws from nature".
only through finite mind.

Nature exists

But finite minds again exist only through

nature.

From this survey of his background, it is already apparent
that the finite-infinite self is securely fixed in the vast continuum
of reality.

On the one hand he consummates the foroes of nature be¬

neath him and on the other, he is a striving toward yet higher and ful¬
ler forms of being.

Let us consider him now as finite, as a physical

product of an evolving material system, remembering the while, that
materiality is only a name for certain elements within the Absolute
and that time, while not an ’appearance’ in the sense of an illusion,
Maya——is an appearance in the sense of a partial, incomplete manifes¬
tation.
Out of a "multiplicity" of levels in the evolutionary process,
Bosanquet thinks there are three to be distinguished from the others—
matter, life and mind.

Each of these, respectively, summarizes the

stage preceding it, out of which it has developed and on which it rests.
Centers of unification, sensitive, adaptive, responsive, appear as dif¬
ferentiations of the physical world which they represent or reveal.

16-
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Gradual concentrations of sensitiveness in living forms give rise in
turn to minds.

Through both the stages of life and mind there is at

work what Bosanquet calls "an omnipotential principle", "the active
34
form of totality", which, together with "the significance hidden in
nature", elicits definite forms from an environment by a process of
natural selection which he defines as "the operation of a realm of
externality in modeling its responsive centre, and thereby coming
35
alive itself in a partial individuality which represents it". Those
36
centers "equal to the situation" persist and furnish further conse¬
quential adaptations.

And in the case of mind, other minds are ad¬

ded factor® -environment and the spiritual self arises which,
in the process of being made or molded, more and more passes beyond
its factual being.
At what point in evolution or in life we are justified in
speaking of selves, Bosanquet is not sure.

Selfhood must exist for

the observer before it is there for the observed "in the de facto
37
unity of feeling" out of which it grows; but a self, he concludes,
must be "a persistent mental system...oapable of opposition to a
38
not-self".
At any rate the finite self comes late in the evolution¬
ary process on top of immense stores of unconscious mechanism and ad¬
aptation.

And when it comes it does not dispense with these bodily

factors but continues inseparably connected with them.

That is,

accepting in full the entire bodily basis of mind, Bosanquet maintains
that the reflexes, instincts, feelings, habits——all the bodily struct¬
ures analysed by a thorough-going mechanistic psychology
the basis of conscious personality.

constitute

There is a gap between mind and

17-
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body, to be sure, since nervous processes are spatial and conscious
processes are mainly non-spatial, but the very evident continuity
between them, he thinks, precludes any such hypothesis as that of
interaction.

A soul, an entity, coming in from "out-of-doors" as

the primary datum, of experience, a spiritual energy interacting with
the physical energy of the body would be a gap in principle, "all up-

39
side down".

The world, or the body as a- whole of content, comes
>

first and the self is just this world "come alive".
In the first volume of the Gifford lectures Bosanquet ad¬
vocates a view of the relation between mind and body "akin to parall¬
elism", yet not quite parallelism.

He wants to avoid the extremes

of interactionism and eplphenomenalism by providing a physical' basis
or counterpart for oonsoious processes, yet without making them appear
as ’adjectives* of the body.

He writes,

"the only possible course,

as it seems to me, is simply to accept conscious processes as the es¬
sence of a certain kind of physical process, and as covered by its

40
physical oost in the body’s balance sheet".

Consciousness is not a

new happening; it is an "interpretation", "a going into", "an appre-

41
dation"

of something already happening in the body.

In the second

volume he rejects parallelism in the sense of a double-aspect theory
in favor of consciousness as a completion "in a non-spatial activity
(of)what, having its source in spatial combinations, yet could not be

42
completed by their means pure and simple".
But, although neural processes are the unfailing source of
conscious processes, the sting has been removed from this view by
Bosanquet’s objective doctrine of mind.

In the last analysis, cons-
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43
sciousness is "the quintessence end summary of an externality”, "the

44
focussing of qualities into souls".

"It is both a concentration of

externality and a fragnent of the Absolute.

It has the lawfulness

and routine of the logical spirit, working towards totality within

45
a fragmentary context".

That is, according to his more usual inter¬

pretation, it is the world of meaningful, purposive content which has,
by means of a finite body, assumed a new status of significant activity.
Mind is, he writes, "a supervenient perfection", "granted by the Absol¬
ute according to general laws upon certain complex occasions and arrange-

46
ments of externality", "because the stuff, and pressure for utterance,

47
are there, to which nothing less than a soul

can do juçtioe".

Bosanquet’s skill in ’thinking together’ the continuum is
nowhere more in evidence than in his psychological treatment of the
full-fledged, conscious self.

All the intricacies of the feeling,

willing, thinking Self which exist in rerum natura, he has not only
reoognized but, to a large extent, successfully written into the
threads of his argument.

Mind and will are different aspects of

the same process—-the nisus towards wholeness—-which again assumes
the form of feeling, in the sense of the aesthetio or ’higher* emotions.
But we may distinguish them with a relative measure of accuracy in order
to outline the 'primary* self—to discover in what sense the self is
the subject of experience, an aotive agent and a thinker*
Feeling, as sentience, is the earliest characteristic of
the self, appearing before mind proper as a more concrete responsive-
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ness on the part of matter and •causing1 the world of immediate
experience#

Bosanquet says, "Grant that sensations are objects,

i
grant even per impossible,that they are physical, I think we must
A
interpret these predicates consistently with depending upon sen48
tience".
That is, immediate experience depends on the organism
rather than on mind; and the self is subject of experience in vir¬
tue of its body.

On the other hand, although mind does not create

experience, "it is not true that there is any purely immediate ex49
perience".
The contents of sense-perception in relation to a self
shade by imperceptible degrees into intuitively apprehended mean50
ings "which must be rooted in what they are".
In the world of
beauty, for example——oolors, rhythms, etc., "have a logic and a
necessity of their own" and exhibit the "constructive and creative
51
nisus" of thought.
Even here, then, at its simplest level the self,
although contributing by means of its organism to the world of im¬
mediate experience, is a phase of the "omnipotential principle" of
Individuality rather than the ‘possessor’ or ’creator* of experience.
Nor is feeling in its higher aspects, in the sense of an
emotion towards an object, separable from thought in its broadest
connotation.

Since thought, for Bosanquet, is both immediate and

mediate it is not difficult for him to maintain that the Principle
of Non-Contradiction rims through all modes of experience; and that
whenever 7/e have "the transformation of the alien into the kindred,
52
the affirmation of Self in and through the other", we have the essence
of thought, nowhere more characteristically embodied than in knowledge,
love and work or activity.
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But more specifically, there are two descriptions of mind
in Bosanquet, considered as an activity of the finite self.
ally he speaks of the

Occasion¬

M

omnipotential principle" which carries forward

the evolutionary process through the stages of Life and Mind as "bare",
"empty", "contentless".

It is a principle whose strength lies "in

what might be called its emptiness.

It brings with it no content
63

which could resist or oppose the organization of all contents", "Mind
64

has nothing of its own but the active form of totality".

But again

he insists, "Mind is not so much a something, a unit, exercising guid¬
ance upon matter, as the fact of self-guidance of that world which ap55
pears as matter". And a mind or self is "the active fo1" of totality
within a certain mass of content, a life of self-transformation on the
56

part of such a mass towards the riddance of contradictions".

On the

one hand mind is a ’bare’ principle; on the other, it is 'content’. It
may be that in the first case the process is applied from without and
in the second it is developed from within.

But on either description

——as principle or content—the finite self is an aspect of the macro¬
cosm.

It is a mind inasmuch as the content of its thought is a limited

portion of the Cosmos, a minor world, only formally distinct, which in
its own right reaches out to include wider and wider ranges of unity and
coherence.

The content itself develops its own principles, its own log¬

ic, its own intuitions.
The energetic character of the thought process indicates its
relationship with conation and, similarly, the willing activity is dep¬
endent on thought.

(Thought is a general conation, and volition proper

is a cognition arising out of some special want or desire of the self.
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directed toward effecting a change in the external world).

Thus Bosan-

quet holds that the self is free in so far as it sees and deals "with
57
things as a whole”, in so far as the liying world of content that it
is, is reshaping itself toward a more inclusive, coherent, determinate
*

form of being.

There is not less of logic, but more, in creative in¬

itiative or genuinely free activity.

Pastness and externality are

gathered up and made into the agent himself, and their remodelling in
him is one with his creative production of a new deed.

”Our actions

and ideas issue from our world as a conclusion from its premises, or
58
as a poem from its author’s spirit”.
Bofcanquet recognizes the difficulty involved in the position
that free activity follows from the world as a conclusion from its prem¬
ises.

It may be objected, he says, that since the difference between

individuals is a difference of content—►"for the self which experiences
59
as well as that which is experienced is content"—«.and since content in¬
cludes data and environment and even bodily inheritance, selves are thus
determined by differences of ’oircumstanoe’.

In the first volume he ar¬

gues that the crucial point lies in the distinction between logic and fat¬
ality.

Fatality or determinism is action in which the movements are "ex¬

ternal to each other”, "sensitive only to certain factors in the situa60
61
tion", "without love or logic".
"While logic or determinateness is "the
supreme law or nature of experience.. .by which every fragment yearns to¬
wards the whole to which it belongs, and every self to its completion
in the Absolute, and of which the Absolute itself is at once an incar62
nation and a satisfaction".
In this connection, Eosanquet admits that
the bad will is a development of the self in the same sense as the good
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will, the only difference being that "it has seized a false clue such
63

as is essentially incapable of doing the work of unification".

It is

evil in that it opposes the good and in this antagonism is "the adver64

sary of the unification of experience".
In the second volume under the heading, "The Miracle of ¥111",
Bosanquet deals further with the function of thought and will in the
creation of new ideas and deeds.

We see thought and the thinking will

actually at work building up knowledge and morality, he writes, but if
mind is limited to presentations in the given world—to a group of
facts, involving a limited complex of relations»—how nan it be said
to make a new relation or a new object?

The contribution by thought

of a priori principles of knowledge or a priori principles of morality
Is not credible.

Then what is the exact service of mind as it forms

greater wholes?

The secret of the thinking will, he enswers, is to
65

be found in the fact that "the universe...is all connected".

The mind

has more in it thaii is before it—has a "filling before it is self66

conscious".

67

It is "possessed of or rather by a principle" which it

applies "to the given so as to make it a clue which selects and justi¬
fies the connection of the given with something beyond, different from
68

it but kindred with it".

There is always a clue to a relatively fruit¬

ful act or thought "because every demand of mind, pressed thoroughly home
69

must ultimately bring you to all that mind can be".

In this fashion the

thinking will has elicited out of such natural facts as *consciousness
of kind’, animal parentage and gregariousness the institutions of lang¬
uage, the family and society.

The circumstances which "stand round"

the self are thus not in reality facts hardened by external observation
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but a living world centered in a self or mind "which is, ex hypothesi,

70
charged with connections"

and whose contents always lead, in principle,

to larger horizons.
It will be perceived that in this examination of the self as
finite and psychological we have encountered also, at almost every stage,
the infinite self.

In fact, in so far as he is a self at all——"a per-

71
sistent mental system...capable of opposition to a not-self" ——he par¬
takes of the nature of infinity and approaches in some degree the stand¬
ard of Individuality and Value.

But we were concerned mainly with the

subject of experience, considered from an external point of view, ampli¬
fied by what Bosanquet has discovered to be the essence of thinking, will¬
ing and feeling.

We have found that this self is the possessor' of the

contents of sense-perception in virtue of his organism which itself forms
part of the temporal manifestation of the Absolute.
contents come to him freighted with objective meaning.

And even then these
And we have found

that he is the thinker of his thought and agent of his activity inasmuch
as a portion of the Cosmos standing round his body is engaged in a self¬
transformation, according to its own logical principles of thought end
morality.

His character and his takk are set by the Universe; and it

is more accurate to say that the Universe thinks, feels and aots in him,
rather than that he performs these activities or any part of them, him¬
self.

Turning to the’self-conscious self'—in both Bosanquet* s and
Baldwin's use of the term—we discover what Bosanquet regards as the
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•real* or 'substantive* aspect of the finite-infinite creature.

The

self-conscious self is no longer merely adjectival to the Universe.
He has recognized his kinship with the Principle of Individuality and
his relative or partial status in relation to it.

He has placed his

essential nature outside of his finite being in the ideals and values
towards which he strives.
Individuality is vouchsafed

And in so doing he has approached what of
the self in the finite world.

Self-consciousness for Bosanquet does not mean perceptionof-the-self-as-object-by-itself-as-subjeot.

It is, on the oontrary,

"recognition of the self in other, as experienced in cognition, prac-

72
tice, the aesthetic attitude and religion".

The process by which the

self reaches out toward unity and reconciliation with the not-self is
demonstrated in The Principle of Individuality and Va ue on the analogy
of the logical solution of contradictions.

But it is preeminently the

ethioist in Bosanquet who writes of the self-conscious self.

And we

shall follow his arguments in The Value and Destiny of the Individual
as they lead through the hazards and hardships inherent in the life of
the self as finite, to the stability and seourity of the infinite self,
aware of his own nature.

This will not involve repetition since the

problem is now a determination of the worth of the self rather than his
psychological characterj and it proceeds on the assumption that it is
he himself who, through the "miracle of will", is engaged in the mould¬
ing of his soul.
Both the troubles of man and his Value, according to Bosan¬
quet, are rooted in his self-transoendent, double nature.

As finite,

in apparent isolation from the rest of the world, he encounters con-
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tinual opposition to the efforts which, as infinite, he must put forth
toward unity and reconciliation with the world beyond him.

In the

very nature of the case, a finite-infinite being has "a reach beyond
his grasp”, an ideal oontent that he never attains.

And so long as

he does not reoognize this fact but is infinite without knowing it,
his troubles are further enhanoed by a moral pessimism and a pessim¬
istic sense of injustice.

Thinking of himself as an individual in

independent relations with God, nature and man-—with whom he is ”at
arm's length"—he never feels that he does his pure duty nor that
he gets the full measure of rights he deserves.

He exists in a

"world of claims and counterclaims” in which he is bound to the haz¬
ard of attempting to live by the command of a Superior outside and
above him; and to the hardship of constantly making demands on the
Universe which are granted most oaprioiously and imperfectly.

His

path is beset by the chances of pleasure and pain, and haunted by the
conflict between good and evil.

The way out of such pessimism lies

in an tinder standing of the nature of pleasure and pain, good and evil
as inevitable accidents of finiteness; and in an understanding of their
connection with the worth of human souls.
Pleasure and pain are not opposites in a scale whose absolute
extremes exclude each other.

They are rather neoessary by-products of

the activity of the self as he seeks to transcend his finite limitations.
73

"The finite being is always passing out of itself" and into itself and
this passage is accompanied by pleasure when the self is maximized and
hy pain when he feels himself diminished or obstructed.

Similarly

good and evil are oorrelatives involved in self-transcendence, differ-
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ing from pleasure and pain in that good represents what would satisfy
the nature of the self as a whole more adequately than pleasure.

As

the self builds up a symbol of perfeotion out of the positive material
of life, he is, as finite, unable to systematize all that he finds.

He

repudiates what conflicts with his ideal of perfeotion and this hostile
or negative remainder appears to him as evil.

"And this discord is ac¬

tually necessary for the good; for it sets its characteristic problem,
74
the conquest of the bad". "Good is primarily the oonfliot with evil and
75
the triumph over it; evil is primarily the rebellion against good".
In recognizing the ground for their necessity, then, the theo¬
retical difficulty connected with pain and evil is answered.

They are

seen to be not only inherent in the self-tranecendence of the finite
self but instrumental to the process whereby he approaches perfection.
"It is part of the paradox of our finite-infinite being", Bosanquet
writes, "that we are bound to maintain the combat against evil, and no
doubt in a great degree against pain... For we oan hardly understand
what of life would survive such an abolition.

And perfeotion itself,

as far as we see, wouldlose some essentials of its being.

The Utopian

temper as a rule seems dull and inhuman; and...there is something medie¬
val in the worst sense about the idea of a future in which——to take a
76
typical instance—tragedy is to be enjoyed without ary tragic experience".
And again he says, "The world’s being a rough place, as for us it certain¬
ly is, probably contributes to a greatness and perfeotion which would not
77
be attained by the methods that we should have preferred", for "if we had
our choioe of pains we should always rule out our own greatest opportun78
ities".
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Moreover, it is in and through the

n

hirth-pangs of soul-

raaking"that the self-conscious self arrives at his full stature.

By-

means of these very hazards and hardships he comes to reoognize his
infinite nature "as a creature whioh is an eternal spirit revealing
79

itself in time and space"; and so attains to a oertain feeling of sta¬
bility and security through the knowledge that "all that he really cares
80

for is permanent and secure".

This is, in Bosanquet1s opinion, genuir.

self-consciousness or self-recognition or, in still plainer terms, the
religious consciousness.

Bosanquet does not mean by the religious con¬

sciousness an especial connection with the supernatural or with other¬
worldliness.

In its broadest sense, he says, wherever man is devout,

wherever he "throws the seat of his value outside his immediate self
into something else which he worships, with which he identifies his will,
and whioh he takes as an object solid and secure at least relatively to
his private existence——as an artist in his attitude to beauty or as a
man of science to truth—there we have in its degree the experience of
religion, and also in its degree, the stability and seourity of the finite
81

self".

But that the religious oonsoiousness is more than a social or eth¬

ical religion based on abstract morality or on the Progress of the Species
doctrines, Bosanquet insists in all of his writings.

It is a "full exper¬

ience"—"a question of faith and conduct" rather than of theory and explan¬
ation—a unity of the finite being with the Universe in a oertain aspect,
82

"which thrills and grasps the finite soul".

Bosanquet means, in short, the

worship of the Absolute regarded as Perfect Good overcoming evil.

And al¬

though the finite-infinite being is ‘real* or 'substantive' whenever he
cares for anything else very much more than for his given self, his highest
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surrender and therefore campletest self-affirmation is in——the Absolute.
What, then, of the destiny of the self?

Bosanquet does not

shrink from drawing the conclusions inherent in his doctrines.

He has

identified the self-conscious self with the things he cares for, his main
interests, his ideal values; and these are, extended to their logical lim¬
it for Bosanquet—Perfection. The question of personal survival becomes,
therefore, entirely subordinate to the question of the eternal conservation
of values.

That this is true, Bosanquet thinks is amply illustrated by

an examination of three traditional theories of immortality—the Comtist
doctrine, or causal continuance through memories and the effects of our
lives on earth; Metempsychosis; and Nirvana.

All of these theories in¬

dicate a diminution rather than an increase of personality; and an instinct¬
ive reliance on the reality of the Whole.

They are, at bottom, symbols of

man's oonviotion that "the values of life are one with those of the world,

83
and.. .continued from and beyond our life into the future of the universe".
"What we really care about is not a simple prolongation of our 'personal*
existence, but...some affirmation of our main interests, or some refuge

84
from the perpetual failure of satisfaction".
Since the Absolute is just that guaranty and affirmation of the
values for which man longs, the main problem of his continuance is, in

85
principle, solved.

He is here and now a participant in the Absolute and

the question of his further participation is one of the degree of trans¬
formation he can expect or can consistently desire.

If true finite indiv¬

iduality—the substantive self—is always 'beyond*, an 'ideal*, a 'best*
toward which he strives, what does this indicate of the nature of his
ultimate transcendence?

Bosanquet does not "conclude that the desire for
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the attainment of the best...can only be self-consistent as a desire for

86
the absorption and annihilation of the positive and concrete self'*.

But,

on the other hand, he says, "I cannot desire my continuance as what would
seem to my present consciousness the same personality, while also desiring
completeness and stability in my experience, due to comprehension of all
relevant elements'*.

And if, as he has insisted throughout, an increase

of real individuality involves a decrease of formal exclusivenessj and if
the very life of the self-conscious self is in transcendence, a reaching
out toward its worshipped Other, it is not unreasonable to suppose that
when he offers "the eternal reality of the Absolute as that realization of

87
our self which we instinctively demand and desire", he means exaotly what
he says.

This interpretation is further supported by a study of the sym¬
posium conducted by Bosanquet, pringle-Pattison, Stout and Haldane in the
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, in which they discuss the question,
"Do Finite Beings Possess a Substantive or Adjectival Mode of Being?"
Opposing all efforts to establish the substantive nature of the
self on the basis of existence or thinghood—sinoe "there is really no

88
standard of thinghood"—-Bosanquet argues against the others that finite
beings are "provisional subjects.•.best considered as characters prédicable

89
of the Universe".

The selection of any existent concrete as an ultimate

subject in relation with its adjectives involves, he maintains, an abstrac¬
tion for the purposes of special knowledge or practice.
ultimate subject but the Universe.

There can be no

And finite individuals considered even

as "oo-ordinately related reals", apart from the whole which they qualify,
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are no less abstractions than a patch of the Sahara or a grain of sand,
apart from the Sahara itself,

w

The question is whether, in considering

the subordinate individual, the abstraction involved in attending it par
90
excellence is forgotten or remembered",
Bosanquet holds that this abstraction is forgotten in what he
calls the popular attitude toward life, which is "frankly pluralist". He
opposes "linear identity" or "distinct existence" not only on the score
of the inadequacy of "thinghood" to account for such predicates as sub¬
stantiality or freedom but also on the basis of actual experience.

For

him, as always, the aotual unity of the self is "a puzzle and an unreal¬
ized aspiration. It is demanded by thought and action, but we cannot find
91
it in existence".
And once more he appeals to the experiences of aesthe¬
tic enjoyment, social cooperation and rel5g*on to illustrate the fact of a
"lateral unity" in which man, in remembering the abstraction involved in
attending to himself as a distinct individual, begins to find himself sub¬
stantive and free.

It is therefore the "intentional unity" of the spir¬

itual finite being, as such—his unity as "an ideal or object rather than
92
as a subject".——which constitutes his substantive nature.
"I am substan¬
tive and subject, then, but only so far as I reoognize myself to be adjeo93
tive and predicate".
That is, so far as the finite self recognizes his
dependence on and unity with the "super-ordinate existence" to which he
belongs as a sub-ordinate feature, he is a substance and an ultimate sub¬
ject, not in his own right, but as an "intentional unity" shining through
the fragments of existence.
In this argument Bosanquet is simply restating in less poetic,
but as positive terms, the whole thesis of the Gifford lectures

There
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is the same sure faith in the value of the totality of things; and in
the bearing on the nature of that totality, of the aesthetic, social and
religious experiences.

There is the same emphasis on the impotent and

inadequate self who "dies to live*' and so finds his ultimate reality be¬
yond him.

And, as hefore, there is an ’’attitude to life”, instinct with

the worship of the "Whole, which leads inevitably to the conclusion that
’’the Absolute lives in us a little, and for a little time; when its life
demands our existence no longer, we yet blend with it as the pervading
features or characters, which we were needed for a passing moment to emp-
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hasise, and in which our reality enriches the universe”.

Bosanquet begins

the paragraph in which this passage is found with "It is more natural to
suppose...”.

But certainly he did not approve of the doctrine of an im¬

mortality of continued ethical striving which rather appeared to him as

95
”a condemnation to the fate of Tantalus”.

And, in view of bis life-loixg,

superb confidence in the eternal reality of values in the Absolute, it is
exceedingly doubtful if, in the end, any other answer to the problem of
immortality appealed to him more than that which would be a ”blénding”
with Reality.
Although admitting much "common ground”, Pringle-Pattison charges

96
Bosanquet with ”a pagan, egoistic, self-centered view of the Absolute”,
whose world-process is "a game of make-believe” played with itself.

On

another page, Bosanquet1s Absolute is "a logioal transparency" in which

97
there is ”no real self at all, either of God or man".

Pringle-Pattison,

on-,the other hand, while rejecting with Bosanquet the doctrine of "selfexistent and initially unrelated reals" or the doctrine of "substance in
the ordinary sense", recognizes the "numerical identity" of the self, as
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98
"a unique focalization of the universe", "the apex of the principle of in99
dividuation by which the world exists". "Professor Bosanquet*s exclusive
preoooupation with content", he says, "leads him to forget that oontent
is equally an abstraction, if severed from the centres of experience—
100

the beings—in which it is realised".

Rather then "a collection of
101
qualities or adjectives...ultimately housed in the Absolute", Pringle-

Pattison proposes a Self whose essential Character is "centrality or
102
focalised unity". "To merge or blend such centers is simply to put out
103
the lights".
But Pringle-Pattison’s own theory of the Absolute is somewhat
obscure.

On the basis of his book, The Idea of God, Haldane interprets

him as advooating an "Absolute God (for the theory of a finite God has
104
no plaoe in his book)"; while Bosanquet feels that in the present dis105
oussion Pringle-Pattison urges "a finite God and an unfinished universe".
In the face of such discrepancies in interpretation, it is probable that
Pringle-Pattison, himself, treads on unsure ground; and that he deserves
Haldane*s charge of "mystery" when he explains or rather does not explain
“the relation of finite selves to the Absolute.
Stout critioizes Bosanquet*s "lateral unity" of the self which
106
he says "is, strictly speaking, a figment". Like Pringle-Pattison, he
107
emphasizes the "unique unity and distinctness" of finite individuals.
He also stresses "the positive character of the process by which the fin>
108
ite individual gradually transcends' his own defects and privations" in
opposition to Bosanquet*s view that "finitude is mere defect and priv109
ation". "It is precisely this conative process, with its various phases
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of trial and failure, success and defeat, which is essential to good
110
and evil for finite individuals”. All value is "essentially relative
111
to the conative prooess".
Bosanquet, of course, does object to the last statement.
Value, for him, is ultimately relative only to the Absolute, which has
no need of striving since it is already complete.

But it is hardly

fair to Bosanquet to interpret his view of finitude as mere defect and
privation.

As we have seen, throughout the second volume of the lec¬

tures, he has constantly insisted on the value of the "hazards and hard¬
ships" of finite life as contributing factors in the process toward in¬
finite Individuality. "The Utopian temper as a rule seems dull and in112
human...", he has said.
And "if we had our choice of pains we should
113

always rule out our own greatest opportunities".

In fact, so far as in¬

finite, the very essence of value for Bosanquet is in the "thinking will"
of the striving finite individual.
It is rather the concept of the Absolute itself, we think,
whioh is at the toot of Bosanquet's difficulties.

T/ühen he argues the

oase of the self-conscious self from the standpoint of the ethicist,
assuming that through the "miraole of will” this self is engaged in
moulding his own soul, he is on ground consistent with his thesis that
the Self's reality is in the ideals toward which he strives and in the
striving itself.

It is when he describee the psychological self as a

connection of content in the Absolute, that he seems to merit PringlePattison's rejoinder that content appears to Bosanquet "as a self-exist¬
ent continuum and...the conditions of individual existence as comparable
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to partitions introduced into this continuum (as we might let down ves-

114
sels of different shape into a stream)Here his objective doctrine
of mind has so far committed him to Absolutism that he cannot explain the
apparent distinctions between individuals, e.g, that between good and
evil selves——much less reconcile the statement that "the world judges
in me" with his whole ethical treatment of the self-conscious self. On
the one position truth, beauty and goodness are finished products mani¬
festing themselves "a little and for a little time" ip a medium of finite
existences whose transience follows as a oorollary from the non-t >mporal
character of the whole.

On the other position, the true, the beautiful

and the good are of the eternal structure of reality but they are also in
process of being achieved, at least in part, by the efforts of striving
humanity.

Bosanquet has labored long and ardently to unite them, but

an increasingly heard hote of 'process* in contemporary idealism bears
striking witness to the difficulty of uniting 'process' with 'perfection'.
The difficulty arises, as it has been pointed out often enough
in the last decade of philosophy, from the static, completed, perfect
nature of the Absolute.

As W. R. Sorley has expressed it, "In spite of

his protestations, the Monist is in truth the essential Dualist.

For his

115
Absolute stands over-against the world of finite selves and of nature".
Certainly, in Bosanquet, there is on the one hand the Individual who is
supra-personal, timeless perfection—beyond teleology, morality, relig¬
ion and, in a*sense, beyond even thought, that is, discursive thought
whose method is the syllogism; and on the other hand there are finite in¬
dividuals striving after self-amelioration in a universe in which teleo¬
logy, morality, religion and logical thinking are the keynotes of the
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prooess.

It would be futile to dwell further on what so many thinkers

in all schools have pronounoed an insuperable chasm.

Bosanquet*s definition of the self as a center or system of
values may be said to represent, however, to a large degree, the charac¬
teristic approach to the problem of the self in contemporary idealism.
A brief survey of the theories of R. F. A. Hoernl£ and W. S. Hocking will
serve to illustrate this general tendency and to bring it into still fur¬
ther relief as a method of definition distinct in kind from those which we
will examine later among the realists and pragmatists.
Since Hoernl£*s philosophy has assumed form and structure mainly
under the influence of Bosanquet, as he himself admits, it is not surpris¬
ing that the objective ‘doctrine of mind occupies a central position in all
of his writings."There is scant mention of the Absolute or of timeless
perfection.

He aims, however, at a philosophy of experience which "shall
116
be as complete, coherent and stable as we can make it"; and experience
points to a universe "in which each kind of phenomenon has its distinctive
117
and irreducible character and place" and in which all phenomena are "foous118
sed in the one phenomenon, mind". The universe is a working whole of val¬
ues such that its nature justifies the religious attitude toward it and
forces us to recognize the self as a "unique and individual focus or con119
centration of elements of the universe".
Accepting the James-Lange theory of emotion, Hoernl^ argues an
intimate connection between body and mind in opposition to all two-substance
or interaction theories.

The self is not found as a struggling entity some-
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how mysteriously conjoined with its also struggling partner, the bodyhut "in my attitudes and behavior towards the world in which I exist—

120
What my body does, I do; when it is hurt, I am hurt; when it dies, I die".
But strictly, a body which thinks, feels and acts is not a self "in the
pregnant sense" for Hoernll, sinoe he draws the distinction between con¬
sciousness and self-consciousness, the latter meaning "to have experiences
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into the pattern of which the difference between self and not-self enters".
It is only out of self-consciousness that self-knowledge develops, which is
—philosophy working out a systematic and comprehensive theory of selfhood.
At this level reflective thought discovers the true being of the self—
that it "is what it identifies itself with, focussing, however fragmentarily

122
the universe in itself".

"I am what I identify myself with, in suoh senses

as what I am interested in, what I give myself to, spend myself on, even sao
123
rifice myself for, still feeling myself realized in the very giving". Thus
the ’subject-self’ is in reality the ’objeot-self’—a functional not a sub¬
stantial identity—inextrioably interwoven with the tissue of its world in
all its variations and fluctuations.

And as such it is double-edged.

On

the one hand it is an organ of the universe and on the other, in reacting
to its world, it expresses its own nature.

"The whole truth", Hoernll con¬

cludes, "is neatly summed up in Bergson’s ’Nous sommes du riel dans le
124.
riel’".
Hooking has been influenced, he writes, by Royce and YiTilliam
Jamesj and he urges that "neither the world nor anything in the world is
125
unambiguously complex or unambiguously simple". He is a monist to the
extent that for him the orderly prooess of the world is the manifestation
of a single world-mind—or Self—whose infinite nature eludes description.
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To express this ’’tentative mysticism’’ in more technical terms, he pro¬
poses an ’’explorative plural ism, namely, that just in so far as the One
eludes definitive characterization, the sphere of the clearly definable
remains plural and open towards future experience.,.Thus the world is a
126
one but for our handling a many". But aotually, while retaining some
features of objective idealism, his view tends toward a spiritual plural¬
ism in which nature is seen as the activity of a Super-Self and selves
are immersed in nature but as products of their own persistent "wills" or
"hopes of a possible better" toward which they strive.
In his treatment of the self in The Self: Its Body and Freedom,
Booking makes little use of the objective doctrine of mind, proceeding to
justify the plain man’s faith in himself through a criticism of the behav¬
ioristic, physiological, external view of the self.

No physioal explan¬

ation of the self can alter the fact, he says, that from the legitimate
standpoint of the "internal" view, "the Self is what it knows itself to
be"—-a "system of purposive behavior emerging from a persistent hope".
Hocking* s chief efforts in the book are spent in criticism of the mater¬
ialist position and he does not develop in detail this positive proposit¬
ion.
ing.

A few passages will indicate, however, the direction of his think¬
"The kernel of the Self is its hope.. .Meaning descends from this

single source upon the details of behavior.

Now a hope is a hold on a

good whioh is not actual, but only possible....The object of this hope
simply cannot be discovered in the present world of facts.

The possible

is not the actual; the value is not the bare fact: hence the essence of
selfhood is doubly indiscoverable in the field of react ion-experiments,

•
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conditioned responses, and curves of learning”. And in discussing free¬
dom, "The degrees of our freedom are the degrees of our own reality.

We

are free in proportion as we see things as they are, and ourselves as they
are.

We may say, if we like, that we are free in proportion as we are

rational and reflective; but we ought also to say that we are free in pro¬
portion as we respect the instinct that is in üs.

For instinct, properly

understood, is a hold on reality....To a sound instinct it is never a par¬
ticular stimulus alone, it is reality that oommands.

ïhe living instinct

of man has in it an element of the mystical; it is responding to the world
128
in its invisible unity".
In these passages it is evident that Hocking pronounces the self
to be an unsatisfied "will" or "instinot" whose essence lies"beyond" in its
"totality of meanings", its "hold on reality".

He has appropriated to his

own uses the arguments of the voluntari^sts and mechanists and made them
129
over into what he has called elsewhere
**'
sfigured naturalism".
But
the uniform, law-abiding process of the v .’ld-mind does not mean the even¬
tual absorption of the self in "totality".

Instead, he concludes that

"the life of the unsatisfied self....is the best assurance that in the
hidden arrangements of the universe this persistent flame, half choked
and fitful in the present order, may continue its quest of breath and free130
dom in another".

We find, then, in the theories of. these idealist thinkers, spec¬
ific differences of opinion as to what Bosanquet oalls "the teleological
status of finite individuals"—their ultimate destiny.

But we find also

a certain rapprochement of attitude which leads them to define the self as
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a center or system of values.

In the first place, as philosophers of

experience in the wide sense of the term, their starting-point is a meta¬
physics of value illuminating from all angles the essential rationality
or ’worthiness* of the world-prooess.

They then steadfastly refuse to

identify the self with its body or, on the other hand, to take refuge in
a two-substance union of Soul and body.

Recognizing as genuine the rare

moments of dignity and splendor in the lives of finite individuals in which
their "kinship with the Archangels" is indicated, they prefer to any sort
of dualism, a theory which places the essenoe of the self in its actually
realized present values or in the ’ideal’ values toward which it strives.
It is, of course, impossible to draw rigid lines of demarcation
between definitions of this sort.

But, in general, in connection with an

objective doctrine of mind—-pantheistic or theistic—we find one group
of thinkers emphasizing the ’intentional’ or ’ideal’ unity of selfhood.
As Sorley expresses it, the reality of the self consists "not in the actual
features of the passing moment but in an ’is to be’—in something to which
131

he should attain and to which he can at least approximate".

Bradley says

that the self is in the end, "not presented fact, but is an ideal oonstruo132

tion which transcends what is given".
its "hope of a possible better".

The reality of Hooking’s self is in

And, as we have seen, the real nature of

Bosanquet’s finite-infinite creature is in the Perfection, the Totality of
Values with which it longs to be identified.
In this same group of thinkers we find also the tendency to recog¬
nize that the self is a system of actually realized present values.

Bosan¬

quet’s thesis that the reality of the self is in its "nisus towards total-
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ity", in the striving itself, is of this type; as is Stout's oontention
that the reality and value of the finite individual "is inseparable from

133
the process of conative self-development"} and Pringle-Pattison's oonten¬
tion that "Some persistent purpose, or rather some coherent system of aims

134
and ideals, is required to constitute a real personality”.

And again, with-

in the working whole of values whioh is the universe, Bosanquet's self is
a 'trustee', a 'representative' of certain elements in this whole. And
Hoernll's self is a "unique and individual focus or concentration of elements
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of the universe".
■Whether the finite self should be designated 'adjectival' or whet¬
her the term is properly employed in this connection is, as we have seen,
still a matter of dispute.

But in the sense of his dependence on and con¬

tinuity with the spiritually significant universe, the self in such systems
must, at least in part, represent or characterise its nature.
”ffe perceive still further that these philosophers are at work
constructing a theory of selfhood on the basis of self-consciousness or
self-knowledge.

They are using the data of the 'central experiences' to

build a concept whioh shall do full justice to man's ancient belief in him¬
self and in his eventually very high and important place in the scheme of
things.

And .certainly however they may disagree among themselves as to

the nature of this destiny, they are using what Bosanquet called "the best
of logic and the best of life".

THE SELF
OF
JOHN LAIRD

"Yet onoe more consider the
matter in this light: When the soul and
the body are united, then nature orders
the soul to rule and govern, and the body
to obey and serve,
Now which of these
two functions is akin to the divine? and
which to the mortal? Does not the divine
appear to you to be that which naturally
orders and rules, and the mortal that
which is subject and servant?"
The Phaedo

Since modern realism, like its predecèssors in the history of
philosophy, primarily registers a protest against what it believes the
too anthropocentric assumptions of idealism, it is not surprising that
we should find widespread divergence in the formulation of its positive
doctrines.

As a polemic against the older subjective idealism, the new

realism first denies that the objects of knowledge are dependent on their
being known; and asserts that things may be and are directly experienced
without owing either their being or their nature to that circumstance. Ag¬
ainst absolute idealism, it directs a charge of an immoral neglect of evil
in the world; and, in opposition to this doctrine of mind, it argues that
whatever characteristics a Cosmic Mind or Self may conceivably possess, the
mind of man is a temporal affair, a piece of observable rather than ideal
reality, properly approached from the scientific angles of biology or psy¬
chology.

And then, quite naturally, as a result of the epistemological

problem from which it starts and the opposition to Absolute Mind which it
constantly maintains, the new realism undertakes to state in precise terms
the nature of man's mind and, coincident with this concept, the nature of
his self.

Thus far and no farther is realism committed through its ba¬

sic assumptions to a theory of mind and selfhood.
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Roughly, however, we may distinguish two main lines of cleav¬
age corresponding geographically, except for the ‘later’ Bertrand Russell,
with the American and English sides of the Atlantic.

Russell and the Am¬

erican new realists, notably R. B. Perry and E. B. Holt, desoribe mind in
terms of content, denying that there is a ’mind stuff’ or anything that can
be called peculiarly mental.

Prior to both mind and matter are sensa or

'events' or 'neutral entities' which in one set of relations form the con¬
tent of the world and in another set form the content of minds.

The fact

that there are 'subjective manifolds', in perry's terminology, is just the
fact that a certain organism is responding to certain 'objective manifolds';
or, on Holt’s definition, mind "is a cross-section of the universe selected
out by the nervous system”.

Since introspection reveals no mental activity

or constructiveness of any sort to these thinkers, nor any mental products
that might be due to human enterprise, whatever activity is involved belongs
to the body or, more specifically, to that highly complex system of sensori¬
motor reflex patterns which is the nervous system.
principium individuationis.

Hence the body is the

And on these theories the self is nothing but

the body—a physical mechanism of inherited tendencies or capacities for
response to a pre-existing, 'natural' environment.
Following G. E* Moore, the other and older group of English real¬
ists have insisted that an analysis of mind cannot be given in terms of
contents or objects, but must recognize, over and above all objects, the
existence of aots of mind or else an indefinable quality of 'awareness',
in virtue of which an object is presented to a mind and is known as con. tent.

Morgan's 'minding' aspeot of the knowledge relation, Alexander's

'enjoyment' of a mind by itself, Laird's whole elaborate system of psychi-
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oal 'acts’ are variations of the Moore analysis and some traces of it are
to be found even among the critical realists, as in the cases of C. D. Broad
and A. 0. Lovejoy.

On this basis, the problem of knowledge is conceived

in terms of a cognitive relation between a 'subject* or 'knower' ard an '-obj¬
ect* or 'known', neither of which oan be reduced to the other; and the way
is open toward a definition of the subject as a 'mind* or a 'self* or a 'Soul*.
Furthermore, these thinkers deem it not unwise to talk of the substantial nat¬
ure of selves, not in the transcendent sense, but after the fashion of Broad

1
who argues the reasonableness of a doctrine of "degrees of substantiality"
in which a thing may be sàld to be more of a substance the longer it lasts
and the less dependent it is on other things,

Yflierever the problem of self¬

hood has received treatment at their hands, we find frequent mention of the
self as an 'accomplished fact’ with 'substantive* or 'real' existence.

These

implications of the theory of mind as act, together with the details of method
involved, will stand out more definitely, however, if we examine them as they
appear in the writings of John Laird, the English new realist who has not only
spent the greatest portion of his life vindicating the reality of the self,
but who has seen fit to carry the new realist epistemologioal assumptions
through to their logically consistent extremities and so to an expos! of
the frailties inherent in them.

In an age in which the concept of substance has been discarded
altogether or else used in Broad's relatively unexpended form of 'degrees
of substantiality*, we find John Laird analyzing it with minute care and
building on his reinterpretation of the concept, a doctrine of the self
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or Soul as a substance, "immaterial and existing in time”.

These phrases

are decidedly reminiscent of the earlier periods of modern philosophy but
since results, ns Laird himself has pointed out, are sometimes of little
moment in metaphysios compared with the reasons advanced for those results,
let us begin the study of Laird's dootrine of the self with an examination
of his analysis of substance.
Whatever the errors involved in the Cartesian, Spinozistic and
Leibnifcian uses of the term substance, Laird believes that the efforts of
these great men have not been altogether fruitless; end that the principle
of substanoe and attribute is, in some sense, the final one according to
which existence should be construed.

The contributions of these men, he

thinks, have teen both positive and negative——positive in that the Car¬
tesian definition of substance as a res per se subsistens indicated the
direction in which the solution should be sought; and negative in that
their difficulties brought on the oriticisms of Locke and Hume who showed,
once and for all time, that substance is not a substratum of simple ideas
"wherein they do subsist and from which they do result”, a transcendent
bond or cosmic cement necessary to explain the adherence of collections of
qualities or 'powers' in things.

On the othèr hand, Hume went too far

in supposing that substance is a psychological makeshift and that the cat¬
egory of substance implies no more than a collection or aggregate of dis¬
creet sensory elements or existences or accidents which seem to cohere and
persist in time.

There are substances, Laird maintains, and they do per¬

sist in time and the category of substance implies that there is a ground
for the union of properties which we find.

Instead of being the bond of
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qualities or accidents, however, why should not substance be simply an
expression in terms of their own laws, of the necessity for their union
•—a formula for the kind of connection a thing must have?

"The simplest

piece of existence has many qualities, and may have no content other than
these qualities, but it is not an aggregate of the qualities.

The qual¬

ities must be united, and this necessity may be the principle of substance
3

itself”.
Having demonstrated that substance and quality are correlative
terms and that neither has any meaning apart from the other—-"a quality
is a quality of a substance" and a substance is a union of qualities—
Laird then dispenses with the logical notion of a subject of which qualities
may be predicated.

YJhat he has in mind is the defini4-'“'"In of ontological

substance which is, as Descartes said, a res per se subsistens, "a distinct,
4

particular thing, existing by itself".

On such a definition Laird believes

that there are three conditions implied; first, matter or ’stuff’} seoond,
’form’ or an organization of qualities} and third, independent, though not
unrelated real existence.

The stuff of a substance is its relatively un¬

organized material, e.g. the water of a river, the living cells of an organ¬
ism, the experiences of a self.

And as a correlative of the element of

stuff, form is the organization of a specific unity of qualities whereby
"the being of a particular substance is to suppôrt one particular group of
5

qualities and no other".

Independence signifies the fact that a substance

exists in its own right, that is, although it may perhaps be separable into
arbitrarily selected smaller substances or quasi-substantial parts, as in
the cells of an organism or the experiences of a self, and although it may
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be continuous with a wider whole, as in the continuity of the germ-plasm
or the race—nevertheless, a substance is a unique type of existence ir¬
reducible to anything else,

in the realm of existence it is "only a ques¬

tion of big or little substances each oontâining their form and qualities,

6
and each containing their stuff”.
Closely connected with the definition of substance is the prob¬
lem of identity, which is just the problem of ’union in one thing’ or the
persistence in time of this organization of the form and qualities of a
given stuff.

If identity is exclusive of change, then none of the things

we know are identical for ary length of time.

But if identity includes

change then there will be identity where there is a unity of attributes in
that which oocupies time and it may be pointed out if and when the kind and
degree of unity meant in any given instance are specified.

For instance,

in organisms the stuff does not remain the same but there is a continuity
of development following a certain plan and this continuity is seen, suffic¬
iently diversified, from the original nucleus to the last mortal breath. So
with physical things such as rivers or mountains or lakes.

And so, pre-emin¬

ently, with the continuity of a normal individual Soul or self.

The ’stuff'

of selves is their experiences, and their identity is the persistence in
time of a certain characteristic unity of these experiences, despite temporal
gaps and, in many instances, despite long strands of personal history discon¬
tinuous with the rest.

"The fact that there are selves is the fact that every

experience forms part, and must form part, of an individual, specific, par-

7
ticular unity".
Laird’s doctrine of substance amounts, then, to an assertion that
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substance is a descriptive term indicating a unique -whole of parts, ir¬
reducible to any one of its parts or to any specifio group of its parts;
and en assertion that selves are substances when and so long as their
parts, i.e. their experiences, belong together in such a whole.
are experiences and how define their unity?

But what

In order to establish the

fact that the self is a substance, Laird must first describe the nature of
its parts.

And it is to this description, which is just the whole of his

philosophy, that we shall now turn our attention, leaving the logically ex¬
cellent application of his concept of substance to the self, until we have
understood what he means by a ‘unity of experiences*.

Laird*s analysis of ’experience* proceeds from two basic struc¬
tures of thoughts the new realist theory of knowledge and Ward's psychol¬
ogical division of the perceptual or experiential situation into ‘subject¬
ive’ and ‘objective* factors, involving what Ward calls an ’essential dual¬
ity of experience*.

A consideration of each of these structures in turn,

will exhibit Laird's view of nature, of the mind and of the primary self.
*

Let us examine, first, the new realist theôry of knowledge.
”The main assumption of realism”, Laird writes in A Study in
Realism, ”is that things can be known as they really are.

The secondary,

but scarcely less important assumption, is that anything is precisely what
it appears to be when sufficient precautions have been taken to avoid con¬
fusion between actual genuine appearance and spurious though very plausible
8

glosses on it”.

This implies that the objects of knowledge are independent

of their being known and that in the process of knowledge the mind is con-
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fronted with an object which is no part of it.

The net result is a two¬

fold division of all cognitive situations into apprehension and thing ap¬
prehended, the operations of a mind and its objects.

The apprehending is

mental but the objects are not, since they are not parts of mind and are
only externally related to it.

Thus "knowledge is a kind of discovery in

9
which things are directly revealed or given to the mind".
If the mind does not create but merely discovers its objects,
what are these objects?

And, especially, how are the facts of meaning,

memory, imagination, universals and the principles of logic and mathem¬
atics to be explained?
and basis of truth?

And what of the fact of error, or of the meaning

Whatever uncertainty Laird may have felt toward these

difficulties in his earlier book, The Problems of the Self, ib not in evid¬
ence in his A Study in Realism, for he aocepts here, without reservation,
the new realist doctrine of a realm of existence and of subsistence which
both have ’being' in relation to the mind which apprehends them,
The original discovery of a world independent of the perceiver,
he writes in this book, occurs in perception, in which all the evidence
points to the fact that the secondary and tertiary as well as the primary
qualities are aotual properties of the physical world and that the mind is
in direct contaot with them.

Laird supposes, therefore, that perception

is a selection of certain sensory elements from a vast dolleotion of shapes,
sizes, colors, sounds, etc., which together are the thing and that "the thing
10
itself is rich enough to contain all possible selections".
But perception
is more than this; it is the discovery of meaning as well as fact, and the
meaning, too, is independent of the peroeiver.

"The visual sense datum is
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as muoh a sign as a fact and it is always apprehended so".

"Perception

is the awareness of a sensory complex which confronts the mind directly.
This complex is a sign-fact which has meaning or significance as well as
extension, duration, color or tone and this meaning or significance belongs

12
to it quite as indefeasibly as hardness, extension and the rest".

It is

true, of course, that meaning implies togetherness or connectedness, but
connections are of things and they are not mental but intrinsic.

Even in

those extreme cases in which signs or words are used as substitutes for
meanings already perceived——even if these signs were a mental product,
13
(which Laird admits rather half-heartedly "for the sake of the argument"),
"the mind would have to apprehend this product and the product given to the
mind in apprehension would be an apprehended thing just as surely as if the
mind had nothing to do with it".
"but it is not mental

"Meaning may need a mind", he concludes,
14
Knowing is never making.
It is just knowing".

Similarly, memory and expectation, imagery and the apprehension
of universals involve mental awareness of non-mental content.

In remember¬

ing, the mind is directly acquainted with certain selections from the phys¬
ical world, partly identical with perceived and remembered things but lack¬
ing their original detail and, in the case of images, emancipated from an
assigned position in the spatio-temporal world.

"Memory does hot mean the

existence of present representations of past things. It is the mind’s aware15
ness of past things themselves", the direct apprehension of past events. Im¬
ages "are apprehended things confronting the mind....given to the mind, like
16
anything else it discovers"; and they are "precisely what they appear to be,
spatial, temporal and physical, yet without a home in the perceived order of
17
time and space".
They may require the nervous system and traces in the brain
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jus;fc as perception doesj but they are not in the nervous system or the brain.
Nor are they parts of mind.
(on the ground,

"If the perceived St. Sophia cannot be mental

say, that the mind itself cannot be ooloured or extended)

18
the imaged St. Sophia cannot be mental either (for precisely the same reason)'1.
As for general facts, universels, principles, they, too, have a status indep¬
endent of the mind.
ness,

Some of them, i.e. all adjectives such as redness,

sententiousness, proudness,

ticulars.

sweet¬

eto., are in things, requiring existent par¬

But others, such as the principles of pure mathematics and logic,

are logically independent of their application to existence and so must be
said to subsist.

They confront the mind and reveal themselves to it.

"They

are independent of our thinking and they are literally discoverable as they

19
are in themselves".
And so, in virtue of a consistent development of the new realist
•common sense* theory of knowledge, we find Laird advocating a metaphysics
of such extreme subtlety that common sense, if it were aware of it at all,
would very likely have no commerce with it whatever.

True enough, the new

realist assumes or ‘believes* or ’infers’ that the physical world is direct¬
ly revealed to perception as it really is—as a coloured, reaonant, odorous
thing, beautiful or ugly in its own right, spread out and enduring in space
and time, permeated with connections and frequently with logical or oausal
connections.

But he also assumes that the very facts which the plain man

ordinarily considers peculiarly mental—the meanings, the rememberings,
the imaginings and the seemingly laboriously constructed laws of science and
mathematics—are ‘found* or ’discovered’ as they really are. And—since
these facts have been lifted out of mind and put back into the world either
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as existent or subsistent entities—-by a sort of process of elimination,
the mind of man is reduced to a negatively defined ‘apprehension* or *awareness*.

YJhat, now, can be said of mind that will reveal its positive

characteristics and justify its position in the estimation of the plain man?

In the first plaoe, Laird contends, mind cannot be the American
new realist’s selective activity of the nervous system any more than it is
their neutral entities or their content or presentations selected out by
the nervous system.

Ko amount of psychological behaviorism or philosoph¬

ical epiphenomenalism can prove that even if consciousness sometimes did
the same work as the nervous system, it would therefore be the nervous sys¬
tem, any more than presentationism can show that sense-data, images, sensa¬
tions and the like are consciousness.
peculiar ‘stuff*

***'

Mind is a distinct kind of being, a

-"ng from bodily response on the one hand and from its

objects on the other, and revealing itself to introspection as an awareness
*
of objeots, "the striving ivr them, the joy in them, not the things striven
20

for, apprehended and enjoyed**. "My consciousness is not a character of the
things I observe or think or imagine...it is my awareness or apprehension
of these things, together with the feelings and strivings which accompany
21

my apprehension".
Charging the American new realists with neglecting the fact of
givennass—the fact that when a thing appears "it must appear to something
22

and this something must be or contain awareness" over and above a nervous
system—Laird argues that Ward's essential 'duality of experience* must
stand.

On this view experience is a commerce between subject and object
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in which

it is not only possible but necessary to distinguish between

the ’objective* and ’subjective’ aspects of the situation.

The object¬

ive aspect, according to Ward^is sense data, images, etc.j and the sub¬
jective is feeling and attention.

Without endorsing Ward's use of the

terms ’feeling’ and ’attention’, Laird thinks that some such division
is a prerequisite of any adequate theory of mind and he proceeds to dev¬
elop his own theory accordingly.
We should note that he has one other starting-point—-the method
of introspection.

While it cannot be said to be infallible, Laird sees no

good reason to deny the validity of introspection or the fact that, in spite
of its very obvious difficulties, it furnishes important material unavail¬
able from other sources.

Certainly there is awareness of emotional and

artive mental states, he says, and if there cannot be ’awareness of aware¬
ness', since the same act of knowledge cannot observe itself, there is no¬
thing to prevent another act from discovering a previous one.

”Our minds

%A

are rich enough to contain a multitude of awareness^ almost at the same mom¬
ent... .Observer and observed are one in introspeotion because the act of
introspection and the experience which it observes are part of one and the
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same mind”.

Selfhood does not require deliberate self-cognition but it

is just by this method that philosophy arrives at a theory of selfhood that
sets forth in detail the facts implicit in the nature of all minds or selves.
”By self-cognition I mean simply the knowledge which we can obtain of our¬
selves by introspection, together with the deductions that can be drawn from

24
this knowledge”.

And this implies that Laird deals with the primary self

throughout rather than with the ’self-con3oious self’j that is, from the
standpoint of introspection, he seeks the primary facts of selfhood under-
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lying the existence of all

selves at all times rather than a specific con¬

cept of* idea of the self based on sophisticated, philosophic self-cognition.
On the reasonableness of this position, both Broad and D. H. Parker agree,
each of them, in fact, following a similar method in their treatment of mind
and the self.
And finally, before turning to Laird»s analysis of the subjeotive
or mental aspects of experience which together are the self on this theory,
we should note that actually he limits »experience' to the subjective side
of the transaction.

"By experiences", he announces early in his Problems

of the Self, "I mean the subjeot-matter of psychology, acts of knowledge,
and acts of will, passions, emotions, strivings.

Experiences...are bits

of conscious life which must be lived through, if haply they are to be
25

understood".

They are more adequately described by the German word Erleb-

nisse than as ’states of consciousness*, since a state must be a state of
something; but again, "Erlebnisse sometimes implies the whole complejt aotand-object" and "I cannot understand how we can be said...to ’live through’
anything except oonscious acts, and therefore the extension of the term be26

yond such acts seems unjustifiable".

Experiences are known primarily through

introspection as a "distinct and peouliar type of being" whose various feat¬
ures form the material of a theory of selfhood.

They are, therefore, to

be examined with care and classified according to the traditional tripartite
separation of mind into feelings, strivings and cognitions.

To the introspeotionist, a cross-section of mind or the self
at any one moment reveals its non-mental content plus a plurality of
experiences, fused and blended together, which point or ’refer’ to the
oontent.

These experiences are acts of cognition, feeling and endeavor

occuring simultaneously with reference to some object and related accord¬
ing to the following formulas

’’Endeavor is guided by cognition and prompt-
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ed by feeling”.

They are complementary to eaoh other as phases of a single

mind and each, in turn, is the complement of an object.

Just as an object

does not appear unless it appears to_ something aware of it,
periences do not occur apart from objects.

so oonsoious ex¬

They have their ’being’, as

Laird insists repeatedly, as 'modes of reference to an object'.

But this,

their common characteristic, also furnishes a fundamentum of division between
the three classes: feeling and endeavor are dynamic references to an object,
each in its specific way, while cognition is adynamic.

And while never str¬

ictly separable from the whole to which they belong, they may, for the pur¬
poses of analysis, be dealt with according to this principle of division.
In calling experiences dynamic and implying a change somewhere
caused by activity of some kind, Laird does not wish to become involved in
ultimate questions of causality, but merely to assert that certain experien¬
ces 'feel' dynamic to introspection.

The emotional experiences are of this
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type, being "the way the subject is consciously affected by the object”, and
expressing the action of the object on the subject.
the activity is beside the point.

The precise nature of

There is. aotivity and the mind is a pas¬

sive recipient of it, responding in essentially passive but qualitatively
different modes of attraction or repulsion.

Among these modes or 'qualities'
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Laird lists pleasure and pain, excitement, love and fear, anger and disgust,
,

29

desire and aversion, "in a word, the whole affective side of consciousness".
He then goes on to distinguish p'sychioal feeling from bodily feeling.

As an

indirect means of approach to the body-mind problem, he undertakes to show
that the body is not the self or even a part of the self, by proving that
certain emotional states are not bodily but mental. We need not follow the
details of his long discussion of the James theory of emotion but it will be
essential to notice a few points, inasmuch as they are the ’points d’appui’
of his system.
Laird first proposes a rehabilitation of the term ’internal sense’
in the literal and particularly spatial signifioanoe of the phrase.

It would

then refer to that which is perceived within the body of the percipient, as
the phrase ’external sense’ refers to that which is perceived outside it.
YJhat is it that is localized within the body?

"The pleasures and the pains
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of certain parts thereof, together with organic sensations, thirst and hunger",
etc.

And these sensations are, properly, objects or presentations for mind,

differing from those of the external senses only in that they are not seen,
touched or smelled.

"Vilhy should we deny that organic sensations, and the

rest, are as truly parts cf the body as anything which we, or others, can re¬
cognize through the other senses?

There really is an internal sense whose
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objects are certain real states of the body”.

The throbbing volume of an

aching tooth is as truly a state of the physical tooth as its color and, like¬
wise, organic sensations, fatigue, effort or strain, physical pain-etc., are
parts of the body, having quality, position in space, intensity, duration, as
is the case with the objects of the external senses.

They may be subjective
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presentations, that is, they may depend on the peroeiver in part, but this
circumstanoe does not prove that they are parts of mind.

They may differ

from the objects of the external senses in certain respects but "they are
32

at one with these in being objects for the conscious self, not parts of it".
Laird now interprets James to hold that all consciousness is cog¬
nitive and since emotion is not merely cognitive, the differentia of emotion
must, therefore, be bodily, emotion being in short, an awareness of physioÿf£-ogioal events or of a somatic resonance which accompanies or follows upon
instinctive bodily reactions.

Laird admits that the sensational elements

and the somatic resonance to which James "accords so much prominence are
really important and profoundly important constituents of the total emotion33

al state".

It is due, in fact, to their demonstrably close connection with

emotions that James made the mistake of confusing the psychical feelings with
the sensational processes of the body.

"But if consciousness and cognition

are not synonymous, the burden of proof rests with James, and he has not ex34

amined that burden fully".

Introspection shows that, although the bodily

sensations and the psychioal feelings are blended together and are frequent¬
ly indistinguishable, "still, in the main, we can distinguish between the
35

two".

Bodily sensations are the non-mental objects of the ’internal sense’,

localized in the body and cognitively perceived.

They include, in addition

to the pleasures and pains of the body and the rest, a certain continuous
tone of bodily sensation or coenaesthesia, which led James to speak of the
•warmth and intimacy’ of presentations as the basis of a judgment of person¬
al identity.

But this animal aroma of the body, however interesting and

however profoundly connected with the life of the self, is no part of that
life; but is a part of the body with the same status as its toothaches or
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its smiles and tears.
Feeling in the psychical sense, on the other hand, is not a
psychical act of reference plus an object presented.

It is a dynamio

•experience’—the way in which a subject is affected by an object, hav36

ing "no habitation in muscle or eye or ear", because it is not bodily at
all.

Such experiences as ”our delight in the neatness of an argument or
37

in the point of a jest” or a philosopher’s pain at unresolved contradiction,
our loves and hates, "the rarer states in which poetry or music flood the
38

soul”,

etc., are mental emotions; and they and their kind, alone, belong

to the unity of the mind which is the self.
A discussion of the still hotly debated James-Lange theory of
emotion would lead us too far afield in this paper, especially since it
would very likely arrive—nowhere. We may note in passing, however, that
W. S. Hunter interprets James as insisting only on the awareness of "a com¬
plex of kinaesthetic, cutaneous, and organic sensations instinotively arous39

ed”

as the essential core of emotional experience rather than as the whole

experience.

Hunter himself endorses this view and maintains that emotions

are 'states of consciousness’, irreduoible to glandular and muscular behav¬
ior, occuring "parallel with, or subsequent to, the nervous activities which
40

condition empathy, memory, attention and adjustment in general”.

He would

agree with Laird that emotions are mental and that they are not *in’ the
brain; but he would say that bodily and mental pleasures, pains and emotions,
are all of a piece—mental when and so long as there is awareness of them.
Without attempting to settle the question of the mental or non-mental status
of the emotions, we may note further that insofar as Laird’s argument aims
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at a refutation of what Broad calls "molecular behaviorism" or the re¬
duction of qualitàtive differences in emotional and ’affective’ exper¬
ience jto chemical and physical processes in the nervous system or the
brain, he is supported not only by Hunter but by D. H. Parker and E. A.
41

Burtt —to mention no others among the contemporary figures.

Even the

oritical realist, Durant Drake, who believes in the physical world reveal¬
ed by science as a process "composed of innumerable ■units, moving at very
42

great speeds, and forming a maze of events of enormous intricacy"

etc.,

holds that the ‘substance’ or ‘stuff’ of these units must be psychio in
order to account for the fact of sentience.

But insofar as Laird’s theory

turns into a sharp dualism between bodily and psychic feelings, it is fair¬
ly certain that few, if any, of the moderns would bear him company.

And

we may venture to suggest that Laird, in arriving at this dualism, has con¬
fused a legitimate distinction between stimuli, e.g. that between, say, a
toothaohe and a performance of Strange Interlude, with a distinction bet¬
ween the responses or experiences or ‘events' that ensue upon these stim¬
uli.

In the first case the stimulus is within the organism, involving

‘intero-ceptors’, a sensation of pain, awareness of the situation and a
complex of ’affeotive’ experiences.

In the second case the stimulus is

extra-organic, involving 'extero-ceptors*, awareness of the much more sub¬
tle mental nature of the stimulus and a complex of ‘affective’ experiences.
However the feeling or affective aspeots of the situations are described
as bodily or mental or experiential——it is perhaps safe to say that these
aspeots of the situations differ from each other in degree rather than in
43

kind
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’Endeavor’ is the term Laird
of human consciousness*.

USQS

to describe the ’active side

It is a mode of reference to an objeot taking

the form of "conscious action or reaction of the subject towards the objeot.

Its being is to affect the object, to change it or sustain it when
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without endeavor, the object would disappear".

Closely connected with

desire and aversion, but distinguishable from them, it, too, ’feels* dynam¬
ic to introspection and like them has its modes or qualities, which Laird
lists as striving, seeking, attention, appetition and will or volition.
Again it must be distinguished as an ‘experience’ of activity or as. mental,
from its accompanying states of the body.

"Feelings of effort may be bod¬

ily, and so may feelings of strain; but these are different from psychical
endeavor.

Congenial work gives scope to much endeavor, but not necessarily
45

to appreciable effort or strain".
The keynote of his description of the active experiences is to be
found in a passage fron the James psychology which, on this occasion, Laird
quotes with full approbation, as follows: "To the word ’is' and to the words
’let it be* there correspond peculiar attitudes of consciousness which it is
vain to seek to explain.

The indicative and the imperative moods are as

-much ultimate categories of thinking as they are of grammar.

The ’quality

of reality* which these moods attach to things is not like other qualities...
It means our adoption of the things, our oaring for them, our standing by
them...And the transition from merely considering an object as possible to
deciding or willing it to be real;....from the ’don’t oare’ state of mind
to that in which we mean business is one of the most familiar things in life

46
....something which we can translate into no simpler terms".
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By means of an examination of a number of concepts to determine
their applicability to the active experiences, Laird arrives at a similar
conclusion.

’Initiation*, for example, is activej it is a fresh start,

a ’’moment of birth in the soul"—-continuous with the past, of course, but
involving genuine novelty.
experiences.

’Causation*, also, is a function of active

Defining causation as an "event (which) makes a specific kind

47
of difference to other events", Laird argues that volition may not be the
•sufficient cause* in all cases, e.g. in the movement of an arm, but it
may, "none the less, be an indispensable part of the process and perhaps
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the most important determining factor".

Aotivity experiences are, at

least, part causes, implying selectiveness, initiation and genuine novelty.
But all of these concepts appl/” equally to feeling and cognition, thus
failing to designate the precise nature of the striving, seeking, appeti¬
tive experiences.
iberation,

And in will proper, in which there is choice after del¬

"that fiat of the will which is being interpreted,

’Let it be

done, and done through this my choice’", we experience in aotivity that
can be analyzed no further.

In short, Laird concludes that we may point

out the experiences of mental endeavor, but we eannot describe them.
In connection with this theory of the self's aotivity, we may
cite Hunter by way of contrast.

The truth or falseness of his epiphen-

omenalistic view of mind need not oonoern us here, nor do we venture to
hazard an opinion as to the correctness of his analysis of aotivity exp¬
eriences.

Vfhat we wish to point out is the fact that in his General Psy¬

chology he does not even introduce the subject of volition or the ’will’.
Defining the self as "a more or less independent unit played upon through
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the senses by various forces and responding -with muscular, glandular and
50
conscious activity”, his discussion of conscious activity is handled under
the topic of 'attention*.

"Attention”, he says, "is not a directing agent

or force which throws a greater or lesser degree of light upon an object
as a man casts a spotlight here and there.

Attention is the clearness

into and out of which objects move.. .T/Thether an objeot or content shall
enter consciousness and whether it shall be in the focus of attention, are
determined by selective agencies other than attention and consciousness it51
self".
He enumerates these .selective agencies as objective conditions, e.^.»
the intensity, loudness, brightness, etc. of stimuli which force them
into the focus of attention; and subjective conditions; erg, the anatomical
structure of the sense-organs, instinctive and habitual interest or assoc¬
iations, and the preceding states of consciousness.

Thus conscious act¬

ivity is seen to be the result or by-product of bodily behavior; and the
*will* is simply the strongest impulse.
D. H. Parker's view of mental activity is somewhat less drastic¬
ally stated.

For him, "the self consists of the activities, of striving,

feeling and thinking, in their various modes, and with their attendant im52
ages and organic reverberations". But he defines * striving* as * interest*
or 'desire* and, in so doing, changes the status of desire and interest
from Jnird*s 'modes of feeling* to his 'modes of endeavor*, eliminating
the latter class of experiences altogether, except insofar as all modes
of the self are activities.

Emotions and pleasures he describes as act55
ivities which are "respectively phases and fulfillments of the strivings".
Images, meanings and concepts are functions of a highly complex organism
in contact with its environment and "the act of thinking, judgment, con-
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sists in the application of a concept to an object”.

Interest or desire

or striving is a function of the body; but every developed desire is con¬
nected with a meaning or an idea ”which represents its object, and leads
to an action tending to the filling out of the idea in an experience which
55
brings us back to the object which gave us pleasure”. That is, all of these
activities of the self interpenetrate to form a unity of selfhood, in which,
however, "not only are the higher activities a development of the lower and
practical and so bound to maintain the connection with the body possessed
56
by the latter; they are always implicated in the latter". Activity, then,
on Parker's theory, is mental in that it consists of an 'act' of applicat¬
ion of a concept to an object and bodily in that striving or desire is a
function of the body; but the two kinds of activity are inseparable end
there is no place in his system for a specific class of activity exper¬
iences called 'mental endeavor' or an 'ultimate fiat of the will'.

Returning now to Laird’s third type of mental experience, the
cognitive, we find that it means for him an act of reference to an object
that is 'adynamio' in that it seeks to know its object, not to change it.
By its essence, it is "impartial, unbiassed, disinterested"...."not an im57
pression, but an act, and...an act which is adynamic". Among its 'modes'
are believing, doubting, perceiving, judging, entertaining, etc., all of
which are distinct qualities, observable in introspection.

Thus cognition

is a term "implying not merely intellectual awareness, but the acts of per58
ceiving, sensing", believing, etc., functioning as guides of conscious life.
Since Laird’s method of handling cognition has primarily taken
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the form of a destructive criticism of other theories; and since he has so
consistently and relentlessly pared away the ordinary connotations of the
cognitive function, we find, naturally enough, that when he comes to des¬
cribe its positive characteristics, he adds very little to his previous
account.

Against the American new fcealists or the 'sensory atomists',

he has argued in an effective bit of polemic that:. "Yihen I see a blue slsy
on a winter's day and notice sadly how different the trees are from their
budding greenness, in spring, the blue is not conscious of the green or
the green of the blue, and the principle of difference is not conscious
of either.

It is I who , an; conscious, I who apprehend the green and the

blue and thh difference.

My consciousness is not a character of the things

I observe or think or imagine....My consciousness is my awareness or appre¬
hension of these things, together with the feelings and strivings which ao59

company my apprehension".

Against Lotze's argument for a constructive act¬

ivity of mind, he has held that the unity of a proposition is not made by
the self but is of the objects compared; and "knowledge is not an aotivity
60

of arrangement at all" —but a discovery.

Elsewhere, as we have seen,

he has relegated images, meanings, universals and the rest to the vast realms
of existence and subsistence.

Yilhat, then, is left of cognition?

And what

is 'awareness' and what an 'adynamic act* of discovery?
Introspectively, minds do appear to Laird to have a certain qual¬
ity of richness and variety, due—»one would say-—to the wealth and variety
of their content.

But, he replies, if thoughts cannot be said to be blue

or square or round or non-existent, then the objects which possess these
characteristics cannot be said to be parts of mind—and there is an end
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of the matter.

The wealth of mind is, therefore, to be explained (and

briefly) with reference to two points; its being as an act of awareness;
end its variety of modes,

Laird dismisses the second point by saying

that these modes of believing and doubting, perceiving, sensing, etc,,
probably differ from each other qualitatively rather than numerically;
and ’’each specific mental act has probably a specific difference accord¬
ing to the different object referred to.

But if so”, he adds,

"this
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difference can only be defined through the characteristics of the object”.
And as for •awareness*, a thoroughgoing search of Laird’s writings rev¬
eals no further information about it than the fact that it is a kind of
•stuff*, an emergent quality of existent reality which, in the last an¬
alysis, defies description,
We need not pursue further alternatives to the theory of cog¬
nition as an adynamic act,

since we have already indicated in o‘ur discus¬

sion of Parker’s activity experiences, that he, at any rate, would reject
it.

The strongest argument for mental ’acts* lies in the cognitive func¬

tion itself—in the act of applying a concept to an object, as Parker des¬
cribes it, or in the act of bringing concepts together—and to deny this
activity, to call it adynamic, passive discovery is to deny that there is
mental activity at all.

The theory, of course, derives from Laird’s real¬

istic ontology; but since this question is well outside our field, we may
leave it in the hands of the critical realists to show that the problem of
error is inexplicable on a foundation of this sort.
But we may point out, without attempting to decide on their mer¬
its, the statements of several other realists on the subject of ’awareness’.
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Parker gives up the tern altogether in favor of the term, 'activity*. "There
is a seeming complexity, a duplicity about every experience", he writes,
"but the fact is insufficiently analyzed and is no proof of the existence
of mere awareness.

For the complexity of any content or activity is due
,
62
to its involution in other activities".
llVhat we find is a known content.
"But this knowledge is, of course, an activity, not a mysterious something
distinct from activity....it is just an ordinary activity; usually it is
63
knowledge". Broad, on the contrary, argues for a specific and unanalyzable
mental quality which may be an emergent of certain groups of sensa or images
but which in the perceptual situation "do not merely coexist, but are relat¬
ed in a perfectly unique way to form that perfectly unique kind of whole
64
which we call ’perception of so-and-so'". His analysis proceeds to indic¬
ate, however, that the uniqueness of the perceptual situation is to be
found in "a feeling.of familiarity".

The perceptual situation, he says,

"requires 'feelings' in addition to ordinary sensa and"images; and specif¬
ic relations between certain feelings and certain groups of sensa and im65
ages". -That is, rawareness' is somehow or other a mental function of a
sentient organism—-an emergent characteristic of materiality.

Drake uses

'awareness' to mean the conscious or cognitive functioning of a "subtle and
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complicated mechanism, such as an organic body"—to be explained only on
the hypothesis of the ultimately psychic nature of the units composing the
body.

But "it is the organism that is aware (or conscious) not the units.

Awareness (or consciousness) is a very special function, to be sharply dis¬
tinguished from the mere psychic nature of existence—.though the latter is
67
a sine qua non of the former".
That is, awareness is a function of senti-
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ence, as it is for Broad, but it emerges not from matter but from a uni¬
versal mind-stuff.

These theories indicate that there is as yet no out¬

standing agreement among these realists except on the fact that awareness
is connected in some fashion with the difficult problem of sentienoe.

At

least some progress toward its definition is made, however, whan Drake
describes it as cognitive and Broad as a "feeling of familiarity" and Par¬
ker as an activity involuted in other activities.

But in Laird's case,

we conclude with Hoernl^ that even if there is this indefinable awareness
and we acknowledge it, "we have exhausted all that there is of interest in
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it".

In our discussions of Laird's activities of the self, we have
followed his method of treating each one as though distinct and separable
from the others, without emphasizing their cross-sectional unity expressed,
as we noted above, in the formulas "Endeavor is guided by cognition and
prompted by feeling".

Laird, himself, does not develop this cross-section¬

al unity beyond the statement that not only may the activities occur simul¬
taneously in this relation, but they must so occur.

Let us now follow his

description of the continuity of cognition, feeling and endeavor which, he
maintains, pervades the whole life of the self according to the same gen¬
eral type of unity found in a cross-section of its existence, and reveals
itself as the most distinctive feature of the selves which we know.
In the first place, each simple act of cognition shows itself to
be permeated with present complications, stretching also a long way into
the past and perhaps into the future.

In order to account for this fact——
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which is just the fact of the continuity of cognitive acts with similar
past and future acts——Laird holds that something like the Kantian unity
of apperception is a necessary basis of explanation.

This implies, among

other factors which Laird does not stress, the experienced objective order
of the realm of phenomena, which he does stress.

Again we find him urg¬

ing that the object of cognition belongs in a spatial context, a temporal
context,

is related to other objects, and in some cases is related to these

objects causally.

And since the object of cognition is complex and is con¬

nected with the objective spatial and temporal order of existence,

"it fol¬

lows that the cognition which refers to this object is also complex and con¬
nected or, in other words forms a unity.... There must, .therefore, be a ’oneone* correspondence between act and object, however difficult it may be to
specify the content or unity of the act in contradistinction to those of
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the object".

In spite of this difficulty, the fact remains that,

since

the objects of knowledge form a contextual unity continuous with each oth¬
er and with the past and with the future, there must be a corresponding
unity and continuity of mind.

Laird thinks that the best general descrip¬

tion of the cognitive unity of mind is to be given in terms of its essen¬
tially logical character.

"There is some meaning in the old formula that

the essenoe of man is his rationality, the logical character of his thought.
7°
If he is not logioal, he apes' logic".
In certain professions, the unity
and continuity of whole trains of logioal thought are very great; and even
oommon sense usually has grounds for its opinions and these grounds, al¬
though not coherently stated, are very likely to be correct.
Feelings, too, are organized into trains of feelings or moods
of sentiments that extend over long periods of time in the life of an ind-
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ividual.

They form a system centering around objects or groups of objects,

differing in quality according to the circumstances of those objects, becom¬
ing increasingly complex as our knowledge of those objects grows.
fact is proof of a unity and continuity of feeling.

And this

As for the unity and

continuity of endeavor, it is objious that the striving persistently for an
end, with various modifications as circumstances dictate, is a fundamental
characteristic of the self.

Thus we see that there is a pronounced and im¬

portant unity and continuity which appears equally,

though diversely, in

feeling, endeavor and cognition. "There is a logic of the sentiments as
well as a logic of cognition, and it is unnecessary to add that there is
71

a logic of endeavor".
But once this unity and continuity

is recognized as important,

Laird thinks that there is then a very natural tendency to exaggerate it
and that this tendency should be carefully avoided.

What we actually find

is a continuity of selfhood, comp ete and striking in certain trains of
thought, certain purposes, certain sentiments»—-and exceedingly incomplete
in others end as a whole.

Particular strands in the life of an individual

exhibit a closely knit connection but errors, irrelevancies, inconstancies
and growth and decay—all point to the fact that the continuity of the
fabric as a whole is much looser than that of its particular strands.

And

no self can be said to be a perfect or consistent whole.
Furthermore, there is the problem of the existence or non-exist¬
ence of the self during sleep and trances—a problem which presents un¬
usual difficulties for Laird* s theory since his self is nothing more nor
less than a continuity of conscious experiences.

Laird admits that per-
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haps Lotze is right when he argues that in a perfectly dreamless sleep,
thinking, feeling and willing nothing, the self _is_ not, has no being.
But, on the other hand, he says, even if this is true, and even "if there
are temporal gaps the inference may only be that the gaps do not count.
Peter continues to be Peter, if, when he awakes....his aims and his feel-
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ings liinli themselves in the same way to the same old Peter of yesterday".
That is, so long as every pulse of experience 'lôoks before and after', the
continuity of the self is unaffected by temporal gaps; and since this is
so, it may be that the existence of the self is unimpaired by the intervals
whan it does not experience itself as existent.
And finally'there is the problem of multiple personality» Laird*s
examination of the evidence for and against multiple personality covers an
entire chapter in which he is so disposed to get at the facts impartially
that he does pot arrive at any very definite conclusion.
ends, in fact, with the following dilemma.

His argument

If we maintain that personality

requires a high degree of unity and continuity, then we must accept multiple
personality as a fact.

In this case the same experience may form part of

different selves connected with the same body and it is possible to argue
from this fact to a cosmic self including all the experiences of all selves.
The evidence for a cosmic self is slight, however, and it may be that there
is insufficient pvidence to prove multiple personalities connected with fi¬
nite bodies.

But, on the other hand, if we reject the hypothesis of mul¬

tiple personality, then we must aocept a definition of personality involv¬
ing a very low degree of unity and continuity.

And on such a definition

it might be argued that animals are selves.
Laird concludes, however, that these negative and abnormal cases
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do nothing more than indicate that the unity of personality is frequently
exaggerated; they do not prove that experiences float around loosely, that
is, can exist apart from some sort of unity akin to the -unity of personal¬
ity.

"We have no evidence”, he says, ”or, at least, very insufficient ev¬

idence to prove that any experience .whatever can exist except as part of a
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self and differing only in degree of organization”.

And in normal cases,

despite the difficulty of temporal gaps and despite the fact that no self
is a peffeot or fully rounded whole, there is a very real unity—enough
for personal identity and, perhaps, enough even for personal immortality.
In other words, in normal cases the substantive nature of the self is quite
beyond dispute.

Having developed the various phases of Laird*s analysis of exp¬
eriences and their unity, let us forget that we have compared with certain
of these phases the critical opinions of other writers, and return, for the
moment, to the excellent logical structure of his system as a whole.

In

order to do this, it will be necessary to recall Laird's definition of sub¬
stance and apply it now to the self.

A substance, he said, is a "distinct,

particular thing existing by itself" and implying three conditions; first,
an existent matter or 'stuff'; second and correlative to stuff, a 'form' or
an organization of qualities; and third, independent though not unrelated
real existence.

A substance is identical when the organization of its

qualities persists through time.
Applying this concept to the self, we find that its matter or
'stuff is made up of quasi-substantial, existent mental experiences. These
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experiences may depend on the body, Laird has argued, but their distinc¬
tive features are not bodily.

They are acts of cognition or resolve or

feeling referring to an object, and the acts of the brain are movements
in space rather than references to an object.

They exist, having a stuff

of their own (objects); and qualities of their own (perceiving, feeling,
striving, etc.).

Introspection shows thstt. to be, in short, a distinct and

altogether new kind of beings of at least quasi-substantial reality; and,
since they are not abstract qualities of anything else, any one of them
may temporarily be considered as one and distinot.

But analysis also

shows that they are not self-existent but are just the element of stuff
correlative to the form of their distinctive unity in selves.
The concept of substance does not imply that there is a bond
holding the stuff together and so there is involved in the substance of
the self no coiitent other than its experience stuff. But it does imply •
that this stuff is more than an aggregate of elements in themselves loose
and disconnected.

It indicates a unity which exists de facto and in the

case of the self this unity is just the unity and continuity of feeling,
endeavor and cognition which we have followed in detail; and the unity of
these with respect to one another expressed in the formula which we have
noted on two previous occasions; "Endeavor is guided by cognition and promp¬
ted by feeling".

The self is an independent, though not unrelated, real

existence when this unity and distinctness is thus precisely defined.

And

it is identical when and so long as there is a persistence through time of.
this characteristic organization of the form and qualities of the experience
stuff, in spite of temporal gaps and in spite of constant change in the stuff
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itself.
Taking all of these facts into odnsideration, Laird concludes
that if "anything has a right to be called a distinct particular thing,
74

the soul has such a right pre-eminently".

And "if our argument has been

sound, the soul is a substance -which is not the body.
experience, not physical reactions.

It consitts of

Its unity is a mental unity, not

the unity of a physical thing, and not the unity of an organism.
soul exists, and exists on its own aocount.

The

Consequently the death of

the body does not imply the destruction of the soul, unless for further
75

reasons’*.

Laird does not enter into the question of immortality except

to assert that his theory neither proves or disproves it.

His chief

interest has been in establishing an existential distinction between the
body and the soul "which consists in the fact that they are two different
76

substances".

And given his definition of substance and his analysis of

expediences, it cannot be denied that he has erected a superb structure
of thought which, in all of its minute details and in its final conclusions,
points to a soul-substance, "immaterial and existing in time".
But if, on the other hand, Laird*s premises are denied-—and they
have been and reasonably can be, denied—it is obvious that the whole log¬
ical structure comes tumbling down at once.

For example, the new realist

theory of a subsistential realm has been discredited because of the vast
complication of the world involved and because of its difficulty with the
problem of error.

This argument, in turn, discredits the analysis of all

experiential situations into an object and a mental act.

And if it be

further maintained, as we have pointed out in our discussion of those topics
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that it can be maintained, that feelings are not sharply separable into
bodily and mental emotions, that there is no ultimate mental experience
of the ’will* or of endeavor, and that cognitive acts are not passive
•awarenesses* ——then this particular soul-substance of Laird’s conclus¬
ion is completely and irretrievably done for.

It may be that the sub¬

stantive nature of the self can be worked out on a basis similar to his
doctrine of substance.

But it is fairly certain that contemporary phil¬

osophy will sand Laird’s definition of the self in its final form-— if,
indeed, it has not already done so—the way of all dualisms in which an
immaterial soul is portrayed as somehbw mysteriously conjoined with a
material body during the span of its earthly existence.

This way is the

way of oblivion.

Before closing our account of Laird’s self, it might be well to
indicate very briefly the position of his theory with reference to other
realistic theories, since it is by no means typical of these others. Real¬
ism, as we observed above, takes its start from the problem of the relation
between a mind and that which is externally or independently related to a
mind as its object.

Thus, at the outset, the realist creates some form

of dualism in the experiential or cognitive situation which forces upon
his attention the concept of mind and of the self.

Objects do not depend

on the mind for their existence, but when they appear, they appear to. some¬
thing and what is this something?

Once launched on these questions, the

realist may take any one of a number of diverse routes of discourse and ar¬
rive at any one of a number of extremely various solutions.
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The American new realist, advocating the ’externality of rela¬
tions’, holds that objects, including sensa, are not affected by their
being known; he defines mind in terms of its objects as a class of ent¬
ities selected by a nervous system; and he reduces the self to this same
nervous system together with its physiological appendages.

Laird bases

his thBory on thèir first premise but contrives to save the self by bring¬
ing into the subject side of the equation the factor of awareness or ap.prehension.

His self is a continuity of mental acts to.which objects are

given.
Parker keeps the new realist theory of the reality of sensa but,
influenced by the pragmatic movement in America, develops a dynamic view
of the so-called subjective or privatà elements of mind.

He distinguish¬

es the self from its mental and non-mental objects, however, by pointing
out that the self is only a part of (although closely intertwined with) a
larger whole which he calls the ’mind’—.a part consisting of the ’activ¬
ities of striving, feeling and thinking'.

Images, ideas, etc., on Park¬

er’s view, are mental products of an organism; but his definition of mind
is so broad, including as it does, not only subjective presentations but
the whole perceived world with which an organism is in contact, that ac¬
tually he seems to pronounce the self to be a certain continuity of act¬
ivities to which mental and non-mental objects are given.
Broad, influenced by the doctrine of an object versus a mental
act, divides the perceptual, cognitive situation into two constituents,
the objective and the subjective.

Having retreated to a ’bifurcated* theo¬

ry of the sensa in which the secondary qualities become events in the bfain
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and nervous system of an organism, he therefore indicates that a goodly
portion of the perceived world is a ‘state’ of the self.

And he then

adds explicitly that the subjective constituent of the situation "is a
mass of bodily feeling, together with certain specific emotions, muscul-
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ar sensations, feelings of familiarity, images, etc”, with-which objects
in a certain sense-field are connected in a certain "unique relation, in-
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capable of further analysis and definition".

His self is a mass of sen¬

tience responsible for the sensuous appearance of things and for the emer¬
gence of a new quality of reality called mental, which requires, perhaps,
the hypothesis of an emergent ’psychic factor*.
The system of Durant Drake illustrates still further the impor¬
tance of the concept of the self for critical realism in which, again, the
cognitive situation is the starting-point.

Drake holds that the analysis

of cognition requires three categories; the object ’known’, or the physical
existent thing; the datum of experience or the 'object-as-known' which does
not exist; and the knower or the self.

The object known is reducible to

quantitative measurement, i.e. to infinitely small units moving at incred¬
ible rates of speed.-

The datum is an ’appearance’ to a self of these phy¬

sical happenings; it is an essence,'a fusion for awareness* of events whose
minuteness and speed prevent their being responded to separately by an organ¬
ism.

And the self is the psycho-physical organism whose 'mental states’

inside the brain are the existential basis of the datum.

It is impossible

to develop, here, Drake’s very interesting account of the ’psychic fusion’
which brings about the appearance of the datum.

Yfe can only add that his

self creates a large portion of its experienced world, is then aware of this
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world in vifctue of the psychic nature of its brain-stuff, and responds in
accordance with its inherited and acquired ’motor sets*.

On Drake’s def¬

inition the self is "the complex organism, which receives impressions, man¬
ipulates them in the brain, and uses the resulting complex of cerebral ele-
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ments as cues for its action”.
Summarizing these varied accounts, let us point out again that
the problem of the self is of unusual significance in realistic philosoph¬
ies.

As we have seen, the group advocating a mental act versus an object

is represented by Laird who develops the self as a continuity of mental acts.
The other group identifies the self with the physical body or with an as yet
unexplained, highly complex organism termed psycho-physical.

In both in¬

stances, however, the self is an existent rather than an ideal unity.

It is

a substance or a substantive—a primary self——whose characteristics are
to be precisely defined without undue reference to the presentations or ideas
with -which it comes in contact or which it may entertain as objects of its
mind.

It is contracted to an infinitesimally small fragment—-not only of

the universe—but of the -world of its spatie-temporal and mental experien¬
ces as well.

And so we may conclude that, in general, as a result of his

disposition to de-personalize or de-mentalize the world-view of idealism,
the realist tends to curb man’s expansive estimate of himself and to reduce
him to a position more in keeping with what he feels to be is his actual
status in the scheme of things.

THE SELF
OF
G.

H. MEAD

"Il faudrait suivre les modi¬
fications successives qu'a subies le
sens de mots tels qu' ame ou esprit et
découvrir comment peu fi peu se sont
formées les significations actuelles.
On jetterait ainsi une lumière terrible
sur l'espèce de réalité7 que ces mots
expriment."
"Pensez-vous, Polyphile, qu'il
y ait de grandes conséquences è. tirer
de cela?"
Anatole France

In its original significance, pragmatism refers to that phase
of the movement in contemporary philosophy, sometimes known as radical
empiricism or instrumentalism, which offers a method of approach to the
problems of philosophy rather than a well-ordered system of metaphysics.
An outgrowth of the doctrine of Charles Peirce that ’ideas’ or concepts
may be traced to their source in ’sensible effects’, pragmatism means,
first and foremost, a re-definition of the fundamental concepts of philosoply in terms of their empirical origin and with reference to the con¬
duct of the biological organisms in whose experience they occur.
method, it is avowedly neutral to metaphysics.

As a

TVhat may be called its

temperamental motivation, however, leads it to criticize the fixed, sta¬
tic schema of absolute idealism and the pre-occupation of idealism and
realism in general with the problems of epistemology as traditionally
stated.

Accordingly, we find, in the writings of the chief contempor¬

ary exponents of pragmatism——John Dewey and George H. Mead—an actual
metaphysical development along the lines of objective relativism, plural¬
ism, indeterminism and meliorism.

Both Dewey and Mead hold that the ’’ex¬

perience’ which figures variously in epistemological discussions as the
mental states of finite or infinite selves, the representation in conscious¬
ness of some unknown and underlying reality, or again as reality itself.
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totally independent of selves, must be considered as a real character of
nature in relation to the organisms -whose environment it forms.

It is,

indeed, relative to sentient or ’psycho-physical* organisms, in Dewey’s
naturalistic use of the term, but it is objectively relative to them, a
quality of ’’interactions in which both extra-organic things and organisms

1
partake”.

It is the non-problematic level of reality out of which problems

for reflection arise and into which they must return for verification. For
Dewey this ’reality' is genuinely indetermined and oonsists of a multipli¬
city of things.

Existence, he says, is both precarious and stable in ”a

world which is not finished and which has not consistently made up its mind
2
where it is going and what it is going to do”. It is the business of an em¬
pirical naturalism, he thinks, to determine the origin and nature of the
reflective prowess and to show that this process is of social utility and
a factor which makes for a decrease of preceviousness and an increase of
stability.
that of

For, in the last analysis, the proper takk of philosophy is

M

an opening and enlarging of the ways of nature in man.

A true wis¬

dom, devoted to the latter task, discovers in thoughtful observation and ex¬
periment the'method of administering the unfinished processes of existence
so that frail goods shall be substantiated, secure goods be extended, and
the precarious promises of good that haunt experienced things be more lib-

3
erally fulfilled”.
And so, for one reason and another—-ulterior ethical ends, for
example; a refusal to take very seriously the problems of epistemology, as
generally formulated'an absorbing interest in the topic of reflective mind
as a combined product of the world and of social conduct—the pragmatist
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‘

does not greatly concern himself with the problem of the relation of prim¬
ary selves to experience.
he seeks to understand.

It is the principle of self-consciousness that
By applying his pragmatic method to the concept

of the self, he searches out the origin of the idea of selves and the rea¬
son why, at a certain level of interacting events, there occur, not indiv«

idual selves with minds, but individualized minds who recognize the fact
that they are selves.

This is the procedure of G» H. Mead in a number of

scattered articles contributed to various philosophical periodicals since
the year 1912.

Although his account is so compact with unexplained mat¬

erial that at times it borders on the unintelligible, we shall follow it
rather than that of Dewey

.ecause o

its closer attention to the details

of self-consciousness.

Mead’s central thesis is that minds and selves are correlative
emergents within the biologic evolutionary process; and as natural phenom¬
ena they may be analyzed and placed within the sweep of this process by
reference to the conduct of living organisms in relation to

other organ¬

isms of similar build and an énvironment which is ’there» for them.

That

minds and selves have arisen only in social groupings of the human animal
is a conclusion that involves the’ rejection by Mead of metaphysical soulentities; a cognitive relation between selves and their experiences and a
structure of reality beyond them; and the absolutistic doctrine of selves
and their experiences as incomplete phases of a timeless thought structure.
It is based, instead, on the standpoint of a behavioristio psychology,
without its full philosophic implications, and on what he calls a ''behavior-
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istic metaphysics» or what we may call ‘objective relativism».
Let us begin with Mead*s statement of the cardinal pre-suppos¬
itions of the pragmastio position, in order to arrive at an understand¬
ing of his doctrine that ‘experiences’, or the sensa, are emergents rel¬
ative to organisms at a certain stage in evolutionary history but that
they are none the less objectively relative to them.

Pragmatism, he

4

writes in A Pragmatic Theory of Truth, is the logical generalization of
•%

scientific method and, as such, prefers solidity of method to solidity
of structure*

Philosophies dominant since the Renaissance, he thinks,

have too long been engaged in the rationalization of human attitudes cur¬
rent at the time when man still believed himself the center of the univ¬
erse#

VJhile Renaissance science set about discovering new things and

presenting and attempting to verify hypotheses with which to handle a
new world, philosophies set about restating the new in terms of the old
by making

fl

a problem out of the world which for science was simply there,
5

as the presuppostiôn of the problem science was undertaking to solve".
For the purpose of conserving the centrality of human experience together
with the values attaching to the old responses, these rationalizations dir¬
ected attention to the mental character of experience itself.

With the

"Medievalists yearning to rest in the arms of finality", they have var¬
iously pictured the world in the guise of menfs sensations and ideas——
his

1

states of consciousness’—or. as a logical thought structure, or an

ultimate, timeless framework lying back of the appearances of past, present,
and future events#

Meanwhile they have become hopelessly ensnarled in the

epistemological problem and exposed philosophy to the charge of academic
remoteness and sterile dialectics
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Pragmatism, contrariwise, following the scientific lead, sets
out from a world whose reality itself is not problematic*

Identifying

thought with the solution of problems that arise within this reality at
the human level, it rejects a theory of the cognitive relations between
organisms and their experienced world.

The experience in which human

beings are involved is not a problem.

It is simply ’there’, at a cer¬

tain period in evolutionary history, as a constituent part of the real¬
ity of nature because these human beings are themselves phases of nature. ’
In addition to a solidly grounded pregmatic, experimental method, Mead
himself advocates an indeterministic, pluralistic, melioristic world¬
view in which the temporal process is real and in which "every morrow
6

emerges".
In saying that experience is not a problem, what Mead really
means is that it should not be made the exclusive problem of philosophy
and that it should not be so described that it becomes a mental ’stuff’
or ’states of consciousness* located in or projected out from the central
nervous system.

In order to establish the objective and functional char¬

acter of mind, he proposes to regard experience as non-mental and not too
much of a problem.

He does not therefore escape a statement concerning

the status of experience.

But it is for these reasons that his statement,

depending as it does on both the "Khitehead and Deweyan accounts, remains
relatively unamplified and obscure in several points to the student not
familiar with the VJhitehead doctrine of ’consentient sets’.
In A Behavioristic Account of the Significant Symbol, Mead says
that his theory rests of the provisional assumption of the physica.l sciences
that physical objects and the physical universe may be analyzed into a com-
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plex of physical corpuscles.

He further assumes that "the objeots of'im¬

mediate experience exist in relation to the biologic and social individuals
8
whose environments they make up". This relationship involves the selection
by the organism through his sensitivities and reactions to it, of the elements that constitute the object; and it involves an effect producedAby the
environment.

Apart from this experience involving both organism and envir¬

onment such experienced objects do not exist.

Again he says the "doctrine

is behavioristic not only in a psychological sense but also in a metaphysi¬
cal sense—using metaphysics as Professor Dewey has undertaken to present
9

it in ‘Experience and Nature’",

(That is, as "cognizance of the generic

10

traits of existence”.)

This implies ”in particular that the so-called tri¬

adic relation holds between organisms and nature, that nature exists in
11

varied aspects in its relation to the organisms of which it is patient".
On the other hand, although experienced objects exist only in
relation to experiencing individuals, their characters, forms, natures,
and sensuous qualities are present objectively in natiire.

Disagreeing

with Broad’s intepretation of Whitehead as a ’projective’ theory of sensa,
Mead says, "I see no reason for questioning the adjectives of things as
actually qualifying them where they are in experience in their relations
with organisms endowed with sense processes".

"Like recent realism?,

pragmatism "places the so-called sensa and the significances of things in
12

the object".

Painful and pleasurable organic characters are also objective.

They are accidentally private in that they occur only in relation to the
central nervous system of separate organisms and are rendered subjective
as they are referred to a self after selves have arisen in conduct.

Nor
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are images subjective in the sense that they are a mental or spiritual stuff.
They depend for their existence on conditions in the organism, as do other
objects in experience such as mountains and chairs.

Like organic sensations,

imagery is not organized with reference to a self in the higher animals but
it is there in the object as content before it becomes material for the tfiind,
before the mind appears in conduct.
One aspect of nature or reality, then, is made up of the perspec¬
tives of living organisms.

Endorsing Whitehead*s acceptance of the objec¬

tivity of rest as well as motion in nature, Mead uses the term ’consentient
set’ to mean the ’stratification* of certain spatio-temporal events at rest
with reference to perceiving individuals.
If nature is to be conceived as
13
"affected with a time dimension" and life as an on-going process, it must
also be granted that individuals ’stratify* the community life at different
angles so that there occur as many consentient sets as there are individuals.
The crux of such a doctrine, Mead admits, lies in the common world.

That the

same events or objects may appear in the consentient sets of different ind¬
ividuals is due not only to the fact that similar organisms presumably have
similar sense organs and thus similar perceptual experiences; but also to
the fact "that societies are organisms...and that there is a common nature
14
that is there in its relation to such a social organism". The members of
such an organism through communication and the assumption of the organized
attitudes of the others who are involved with them in cooperative activ¬
ities, put themselves in the place of these others and "observe things
spatio-temporally and meaningfully as they observe them.

Answering to

these common experiences there lies before them the common world, the
15
world of the group".
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To such a doctrine of reality Mead adds the standpoint of a
behavioristic psychology wiuh which he finds himself in sympathetic ac¬
cord because of its objectivity and because its interest has shifted from
psyohioal states and the central nervous system to external conduct»

It

refuses to assume responsibility for the content of objects as regards
their qualities and significances as most psychologies have done since
the time of Descartes, but places them out there in the world where they
seem to be, as stimuli for the responses of organisms bent on maintaining
themselves in such an objective world.

However, in turning to conduct and

away from states of consciousness, Mead thinks that the psychologist has
not disposed of the problems involved in the ambiguous term ’consciousness’
and his own interest has led him to present an account of the genesis of
the self and self-consciousness in behavioristic terms, as emergents out
of and complex forms in the field of social behavior.

In tracing this development of self-consciousness in The Genesis
of the Self and Social Control, Mead’s procedure is by way of an analysis
of the term ’consciousness’.

From among the number of meanings that have

variously attached to it in philosophy and psychology, he finds three def¬
inite constructions of the term which correspond with two levels of emer¬
gence in the life process.

'Consciousness' has been used in the sense of

certain contents-, that is, ’’the sense qualities of things, more especially
the so-called secondary qualities, the affections of the body of the organ¬
ism, especially those that are pleasurable and painful, the contents of the
images of memory and imagination, and of the activities of the organism, so
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far as they appear in its experience".

Again it has been used in the

sense of ’awareness’, ’consciousness of* an environment in so far as the
environment exists for an organism.

And finally it has been used to re¬

fer to self-consciousness, which is, properly speaking, in Mead’s opinion,
the field of mind.
On the pragmatic position, the first two definitions of conscious¬
ness constitute the perceptual world of immediate, non-cognitive experience,
in -which the percept stands over against the individual not in a relation of
awareness, but simply in that of conduct.

Bergson’s theory of perception

was a step toward the clarification of consciousness

as ’’awareness*.

He

suggested that the perceived object is in some sense ’cut out’ by the act¬
ive interests of the perceiving organism, which are represented in the
central nervous system by paths of-possible response.

It is the active

relationship of the organism to the distant object which constitutes it an
object and there will arise a selected series of such objects for the organ¬
ism when he marks or plots or ’canalizes’ his environment in terms of his
future conduct, when his active impulses that are seeking expression define
a perspective that is ’here' and ’there’ with reference to him.

In so far

as the organization of one individual differs from that of others, he may
be said to have a private environment.

But these perspectives of nature

exist in nature, not in the consciousness of the organism as e. stuff.
Nor does consciousness in the sense of a peculiar content, that
is, the sensa, organic sensations, imagery, etc., imply subjectivity or
states of consciousness.

"In evolution not only have new forms appeared

but new qualities or contents in experience.

It is the sensitivities of
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forms that are the occasions for the appearance in the worlds of these
forms, of new characters of things, answering to all the senses, and new
meanings answering to their new capacities for conduct.

And these new

characters and new meanings exist in nature as do the forms of physical
objects, though they are relative to the sensitivities and capacities of

17
the individual forme”.

This is true also of the organic sensations as

pleasure and pain, the emotional content of percepts and objects and the
imagery whose access is confined to the individual in whose world it ap¬
pears.

The imagery which will not fit into the world of physical objects

becomes located in our pasts or futures with varying degrees of definite¬
ness but it has the same sort of objectivity in the experience of the ind¬
ividual as perception and his other processes.
Consciousness, then, in the sense of immediate experience, refers
to that stage in the development of life in which the donduct of the indiv¬
idual marks out and defines the future field and objects which make up its
environment and in which emerge characters in the objects and sensitivities
in the individuals that answer to each other.

There is a relativity of

18
the living individual and its environment both as to form and content”.
In stating that the objects of immediate experience can be des¬
cribed in terms of conduct, we do not interpret Mead to mean any form of
reductive behaviorism, since the sense (i.e. the distance sensa) and images
are not in the organism but in the object.

He describes a percept as a

•collapsed* act in which the visual stimulus is merged with imagery from
the past of the experiences of movement toward and manipulation of similar
objects.

In this sense 'awareness of* or 'consciousness of' objeots rep¬

resents a selection as to the form and content of the object answering to
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organic interests of the moment, describable in terme of conduct, i.e. a
complex of kinaesthetic, muscular, cutaneous responses plus the response
of visual imagery merged with the form of the object.

According to Dewey,

this level of experience is that in which the psycho-physical organism ’has’
feelings without knowing that it has them, before the sensa are given ob^►

t

.ective reference by means of language symbols.

Percepts, he says, are not

referred to the things where they belong until after language symbols and
mind have developed.

Dewey keeps the term ’consciousness’, however, to

refer in human experience to the syiabolio level and also to ’’certain qual¬
ities in their immediate apparency, qualities of things of sentienoy, such

19
as are....usually termed feelings”.

Again he says, ”lt is impossible to

tell what immediate consciousness is«—not because there is some mystery in
or behind it, but for the same reason that we cannot tell just what sweet

20
or red immediately is: it is something had, not communicated and known”.
From this it would appear that both Mead and Dewey are talking about the
same factors of experience (i.e. the affective and imaginai response of
sentient organisms) with the difference that Dewey emphasizes sentience
and a vague quality of non-referential immediacy, while Mead emphasizes
these same factors in their character of resppnses called out by environ¬
mental stimuli, without reducing responses to physico-chemical reactions
in the body.

The difference is probably verbal, at bottom, due to the

fact that Head wishes to avoid all terminology suggestive of subjectivism
and of mind as a peculiar ’stuff*.
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Arriving at the third definition of consciousness as ’selfconsciousness*', Head bases his analysis on the implication that cog¬
nition belongs only to selves and selves have developed only in rela¬
tion to other selves.

That is, both the self and mind have arisen

within a field of conduct that is social as well as relative to a phy¬
sical environment.

Furthermore it is a specialization within social

groups.
There have been two fields within which social groups have
arisen which have determined the environment and individuality of its
members, the realm of the invertebrates and that of the vertebrates.
"Among the Hymenoptera and termites there are societies whose interests
determine for the individuals their stimuli and habitats, and so dif¬
ferentiate the individuals themselves, mainly through the sexual and
alimentary process, that the individual is what he is because of his

21
membership within those societies?.

But the mediation of their com¬

plex conduct is found in the physiological differentiation of the mem¬
bers of the society.

Complexities in the structural form of bees and

termites account for the complexities in their social organization since
there is no evidence in these organizations of the existence of language
or mind.

In such a society the responses of the individuals are set free

by the characters or conduct of other individuals in the group but it is
not probable that the objective of the social act as a whole is found in
the experience of any one iddividual.

When the limit of their plasticity

in physiological differentiation is reached, the limit of their society
is also reached
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The vertebrates have not shown such remarkable plasticity in
the development of structural form*

Except for that based on reprod¬

uction, parenthood and the herding instincts, there is no social conduct
in their communities based on physiological differences.

Therefore the

explanation of the organization of vertebrate societies must be found on
some other basis.

Mead* s conclusion is that such a principle of organ¬

ization is present in a society in which the "objects that answer to a
complex social act can exist spatio-temporally in the experiences of the
different members of society, as stimuli that set free not only their
own responses, but also as stimuli to the responses of those viio share
22
in the composite act".
In other words, the complex social act emong the
vertebrates would require that the cooperating individuals have present
in their experience, social objects, i.e., objects defined by action, in
the sense of Bergson, whose objectives are found in the life-process of
the group, to which these individuals respond or tend to respond in the
manner of the others associated with them in the common undertaking.

This

would involve, among other things, the condition that the individuals pos¬
sess in their separate organisms the mechanism necessary to respond to the
social object as the other participants in the act respond.
The cortex of the vertebrate central nervous system provides at
least part of the mechanism which might make this possible.

"In the currents

and cross-currents in the gray matter and its association fibres, there ex¬
ist/ the tendencies to an indefinite number of responses.

Answering to

these adjustments are the objects organized into a field of action, not
23

only spatially but temporally".

It is these thousands of tendencies to
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re spond to objects which do not get overt expression, that furnish the
inner attitudes implieatiw^ objects that are not immediate objectives of
the individual’s act.
But the cortex is not simply a mechanism.

Late in vertebrate

24
evolution it has become "an organ that exists in fulfilling its function"
....an organ of social conduct that has made possible the appearance of
selves who, thus provided with the means of taking different attitudes in
the formation of an act, organize their responses by the tendencies on the
part of others to respond to their acts.

"The presence in the conduct of

the individual of the tendencies to act as others act may be, then, respon¬
sible for the appearance in the experience of the individual of a social
object, i.e., an object answering to complex reactions of a number of ind¬
ividuals, and also for the appearance of the self.
Indeed, these two ap25
pearances are correlative".
More specifically, the vocal gestures in
human, vertebrate, social conduct whereby an individual stimulates himself
to respond as others respond to his actions, have furnished the individual
with social objects or significant symbols or mind and at the same time have
furnished him with the ’generalized other’ roles of the group and thus with
a self.

In the foregoing account of the genesis of seif-consciousness,
Mead has emphasized the function of the central nervous system of the ver¬
tebrates as a condition for the appearance of self-consciousness in evol¬
utionary history.

This function is that of providing the means whereby

an organism may respond to a social o^jeot (defined as an objective of

-S2the race) as other organisms respond.

He has said that the nervous system

also provides for a response to the object under the time dimension or the
26
"grafting of a hypothetical future onto its passing present", but that the
occasion for this lies i-n the tendency of the organism to respond in the
role of others.
In an earlier article, The Mechanism of Social C0nscious27
'
'
ness, in which he traces the genesis of self-consciousness in the human
baby, his formula is the same but his emphasis is on the presence of past
experience in the present stimulus-response situation.
In this account, beginning with the physical object or peroept
in immediate experience, he says, "the peroept is a construct in which the
28
sensuous stimulation is merged with imagery which comes from past experience".
Inasmuch as the on-going activity of the individual involves movements tot
ward or away from distant objects and the handling of these objects when he
comes in contact with them, the perception of distant objects in terms of
distance sensation—-color, sound, odor—will, therefore, involve the im¬
agery of the response to which this stimulation will lead—the bigness or
littleness, hardness or softness to which actual contact has at some time
or other already led.

The object may then be stated in terms of conduct

as the "sensuous experience of the stimulation to an act plus the imagery
29
from past experience of the final result of the act".
The conduct of the
individual "in movement and manipulation, with its stimulations end respon¬
ses, gives the framtwork within which objects of perception arise—and this
30
conduct is in so far responsible for the organization of his physical world?.
Social objects (now defined as objects in the sense of physical
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objects, with the added property of motion, gestures, etc.)

arise out of

social conduct in the same fashion that physical objects arise out of the
conduct in which they appear.

Social conduct may be defined as that field

in which the stimulation of one animal in the group leads to response in
others which again affect the one who produced the stimulation, as in rep¬
roduction, fighting, animal play, etc.

Most social stimulation is found

in the beginnings or early stages of social acts which serve as stimuli
to other forms whom these acts would affect.

This is the field of gestures

which reveal the motor attitudes of a form in relation to others and which
tend to call out definite, partially predetermined reactions of a different
order than those called out by physical objects.

The attitude assumed in

response to the attitude of another thus leads into a conversation of attit¬
udes as in the early stages of a dog fight, the courting and mating processes
of animal behavior and the smiles and frowns, attitude of body and outstretch¬
ed arms of the mother in the early environment of the human baby.
As in the case of physical objects, a social object will now arise
in the conduct of the baby when the gestures, i.e., the early indications
of an ongoing social act in another, produce present reactions in the baby
plus the imagery of his previous response to that stimulation.

These ges¬

tures in others which bring back images of the child’s previous responses
and their results produce a situation that is ’meaningful*.

His air of

recognition and the confidence of his ongoing responses indicate that he
now perceives a social object with meaning for him.

Mead’s use of ’mean¬

ing' is broader here than his later definition of it as "an indicated re31
action which the object may call out".
That is, he seems to admit the
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functioning of symbols other than language symbols at this stage of the
child's development.

But even if such meanings imply 'consciousness*
32

(■which they seem to do throughout this entire article) they do not here
imply self-consciousness.

Sdf-consciousness appears only when the child

has succeeded in forming a social object of himself to which he can refer
the so-called subjective material of consciousness.

He becomes a self

only when he has recognized about him social objects through this process
of filling out stimulations with past experiences of response; and there¬
after transferred the forms of these social objects to an inner experience.
"The mere presence of affective experience, of imagery and of organic sen¬
sations does not carry with it consciousness of a self to which these exp¬
eriences belong.

Nor does the unitary character of the response which

tends to synthesize the child’s objects of perception convey that same
unitary character to the inner experience until the child is able to exp33

erience himself as he ëxperiences other selves".
According to Mead, it is the vocal gesture in human social con¬
duct that gives rise to the self which is an object, since through its use
the human animal can stimulate himself as he stimulates others and can res¬
pond to his stimulation as he responds to the stimulation of others.
Historically, it is the vocal gesture that has figured preeminent¬
ly in the 'conversation of attitudes' of primitive societies.

"Originally

indicating the preparation for violent action which arises from a sudden
34

change of breathing and circulation hhythms", it has served as an important
factor in social conduct because of its value as a stimulus to others in
the £roup and especially because it affects the individual who makes it in
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the same way that it affects the others. The vocal gesture is, of course, .
not the only form which can servo to build up a self as is evidenced in the
case of the deaf-mutes.

Theoretically, any gesture by which the individual

can himself be affected as others are affected will serve as the mechanism
for the construction of a self.

But that selves would have arisen in the

race if man had not had the mechanism of talking to himself, Mead thinks
there is every reason to doubt.
At any rate the importance of the vocal gesture in the conduct of
the baby has long been reoognized by psychologists.

”The young child talks

to himself, i.e., uses the elements of articulate speech in response to the
sounds he hears himself make, more continuously and persistently than he
does in response to the sounds he hears from those about him, and displays
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greater interest in the sounds he himself makes than in those of others”.
"Where a vocal gesture in this random articulation of the child
leads to a certain response in another individual, Mead calls it a symbol
of that act} where the gesture arouses in the child who makes it the ten¬
dency to the same response, it is then a significant symbol.

It is in

this later analysis of the significant symbol that Mead limits'signifi¬
cance or ’meaning* to indicated reactions which an act or an object may
call out.

H« says that a gesture becomes a meaning only when the indiv¬

idual who makes it assumes the role of response of the other to whom it
is addressed and ”the other assumes the attitude of having his attention

36
directed by an individual to whom it haw meaning”.

And again,

”lt is

through the ability to be the other at the same time that he is himself

37
that the symbol becomes significant”.

"When the child pronounces and hears
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himself pronounce the word ’bottle', for instance, the word is a significant
symbol if it arouses in him the organized attitudes of response that it arouses in his mother or other attendants in the nursery.
At this point in Mead’s account of the self, in order to demon¬
strate his thesis that the self and its mind arise together, it would ap¬
pear that some such explanation as M&rkey’s elaboration of the symbolic pro¬
cess would have to be brought in.

That is, the first real symbol of the

child would have to imply some sort of differentiation between the ’self*
and ‘other’ aspects of his behavior.

The vocal stimulus emerging as a

symbol out of the social-vocal situation would have to involve the arousal
of the child's engramic and original present responses to the 'other' and
also its engramic and original present responses to itself.

In Markey’s

words, "The child performs his own part of the complex act and at the same
38

time performs another’s part as well".

But it is not until around the ages

of seven and eight, Markey thinks, that "the child learns to reflectively
place himself in the role of the other person, a thing which, it is evident
39

from our analysis, he has before been doing unreflectively".
Without such an elaboration of Mead's theory, it is impossible to
see either how the child can take the role of the other in his early symbol¬
ic integration or how his mind and self can arise together.
development of the process this analysis is, in fact, implied.

In his further
In The Gen¬

esis of the Self and Social Control, he says that there are two stages in
the growth of the individual child which represent the two essential steps
in attaining self-consciousness.

The ’play’ stage is the early period'in

which the child is acquiring the roles of those who belong to his society.
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He is continually exciting in himself the responses to his own acts that
he has observed in the conduct of his parents and associates.

He is tak¬

ing their roles, using their words, assuming their attitudes not because
he has inherited a mechanism that imitates but because in any self-stim¬
ulation he is taking the attitude of another than the self that is direct¬
ly acting, "and into this reaction there naturally flows the memory images
40

of the responses of others which were in answer to like actions'*.

At this

stage in self-consciousness the thought processes of the child are dramat¬
izations of the various social rôles of his environment and his self is,
therefore, a somewhat loosely organized chorus of selves

of various em¬

pirical 'me* s'.
In the ’game1 there is regulated procedure and rules.

The child

assîmes the attitudes of all the players other than himself as these attit¬
udes involve his own conduct.

He unites them into a 'generalized other*

of the group and in addressing himself in this new rôle of generalized
other, attains to the unity of personality.

He is now a social object

or self in his experience and his thought processes which have resulted
from the development of the self and Tjhich now proceed in an inner conver¬
sation of the self with the generalized other, acquire abstractness of
character and universal significance.

In this fashion, then, has the 'me*

that is the child's reply to his own talk arisen in his conduct along with
the use of symbolic gestures which are significant to all including himself.
"Such a me is not an early formation, which is projected and ejected into
the bodies of other people to give them the breadth of human life.

It is

rather an importation from the field of social objects into the amorphous.
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unorganized field of whit we call inner experience".

If this statement of the genesis of the self is correct, if
inner consciousness is organized by the importation of social objects
from the outer world, Mead holds that there is no longer the slightest
justification for believing in a transcendental or metaphysical ’ûnperceived perceiver’.

In The Social Self he proposes his own analysis of

the introspective situation which has, on so many occasions, led phil¬
osophy to postulate an *1* behind the scenes, responsible for our con¬
duct, in propria persona, although the subject ’I* is never presented in
consciousness except as an object •me’.

So original and effective is his

analysis, we shall reproduce it now as the final stage in Mead’s account
of the process of self-consciousness.
It has long been recognized, he thinks, that the acting subject
is never experienced as acting.

Introspection reveals in a memory process

an observer who is observing himself.

"Thus in the redintegrated self of

the moment passed one finds both a subject and an object but it is a subject
that is now an object of observation and has the same nature as the object
42

self whom we present as in intercourse with those about us".

The contents

of the subject ’I* are the images which initiated the conversation plus cer¬
tain accompanying motor sensations; and the contents of the object ’me’ are
the organic sensations and response of the whole system to the activity in¬
itiated.

The difference between memory images of initiated social conduct

and those of the sensory responses thereto constitute the difference between
the remembered ’I* and the remembered ’me’.

The ’I* of introspection is the
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self which enters into social relations with other selves and the
the same me that is the object of the social conduct of others*

f

mef is

And this

subject *1* can never appear in conscious experience except as a symbolized
•me1 of the moment passed, an object self in the symbolic process.
“What has given rise to the supposition that there is in addition
to the empirical self an unexperienced, acting self, is "that more or less
constant feature of our consciousness——'that running current of awareness
which is distinguishable from the consciousness of the field of stimulation

43
whether that field be without or wit kin" •

James labeled it a •sciousness1

in which the thinker is implied and the •me1 appears as a bit of object con¬
tent within its stream.

On close inspection, however, Mead finds this str¬

eam of sciousness to consist in an inner response that runs along in accom¬
paniment to what we may be doing, saying and thinking.

"At the back of our

heads we are a large part of the time more or less clearly conscious of our
own replies to the remarks made to others, of innervations which would lead
to attitudes end gestures answering our gestures and attitudes towards oth-
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ers".

TJhen not intensely preoccupied with the objective world we are en¬

gaged in criticising, approving, conversing, offering suggestions, etc#,
writh reference to our own activity#
the

A.nd this is the material out of which

f

unperceived perceiver* of philosophers grew.
The observer who accompanies all our self-conscious conduct, Mead

concludes, is the response which one makes to his own conduct—the same
reflective, social self who has become an object, an other to himself, th¬
rough the mechanism of vocal gestures which affect him who makes them in
the same fashion that they affect his fellows.

-ico¬
ns, th this sketch of Mead»s theory of the genesis of the self
before us, it is possible to bring out a little more definitely the out¬
lines of his finished concept of selfhood with especial reference to prim¬
ary and self-conscious selves.
Strictly speaking, if selves do not appear until they recognize
themselves as such, there can be no problem for Mead of the relation of
selves to experience or of the self considered as subject of experience.
In his account of ’experience' what we find, instead, is the problem of
the relation of organisms to their natural environment.

Rather than

primary selves, therefore, in possession, at some indeterminable stage
between the lower animals and human organisms, of certain feelings, cer¬
tain active impulses, certain mental ’powers’ of cognizing the world,
there are simply organisms of a higher degree of organization than other
living fort s.

In relation to these organisms there occur new characters

in natui

~nd new sensitivities in the organisms which do not ’belong' to

selves

Sensa result from interactions in nature and are objectively

’there’.

Feelings, too, are ’there'.

Affective experiences—pleasures

and pains, stresses, excitements, etc.—Head says, are "only accidentally
45

private, i.e. necessarily confined to the experience of single individuals”.
His suggestion that Siamese twins whose central nervous systems are con¬
nected with each other probably share joint hedonic experiences, is a graph¬
ic illustration of his theory of the objectivity of ’feelings’.

Activity

experiences, moreover, are the natural expression of organisms impelled
from within toward a maintaina&ce of their characteristic structures and
reacting to the features in their environment which further or hinder this
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maintainpe.

Perceptual experiences occur -which involve the retention by

the organism of the effects of past experience emerging as images, but
images, although dependent on the organism, are not in the organism nor of
the organism b'ut mingle imperceptibly with the total perceptual situation.
With the exception of the one article noted above in which Mead says that
46

physical objeots arise "in consciousness” he describes perceptual exper¬
iences at this pre-self level in terms of conduct rather than in terms of
mind.
Within a group of such highly complex organisms, endowed with
central nervous systems through which they ere able to respond to social
objects in the role of the other organisms cooperating with them, there
arise vocal gestures which form the material, as it were, of minds and
selves.

The efficacy of the vocal gesture lies in the fact that it fur¬

nishes an organism vdth a way of stimulating itself in the same fashion
that it stimulates others, so that it may respond to itself as these others
respond to it——as an individual self.

Through the use of vocal symbols

the organism gradually comes to organize the massive indeterminatensss of
experience so that he appears to himself as a ’self* with an ’inner1 exp¬
erience in contradistinction to the ’outward’ world of physical objects
and other selves.
There are, as

have seen, two levels of selfhood implied in

Mead’s doctrine :—the stage, in which the child is a loosely organized
chorus of ’me’s’, resting necessarily on Markey’s elaboration of ’the role"
of the other’ formula in the child’s first symbolic integration;and the
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stage in which the child has succeeded in putting all these

*3310*3*

together

into a single 'me1 on the form and structure of the unitary selves he not¬
ices around him.

Viewing the first stage a little critically, we venture

to suggest that even with Karkey*s elaboration of the theory there may be
too much stress placed on *the role of the otherf in the formation of sym¬
bols.

The 'role of the other* offers a convenient formula for differen¬

tiating the social behavior of the vertebrates from the invertebrates and
for extending the ethical and social implications of the doctrine for. soc¬
ial control, as Mead does in discussing the problems of internationalism,
etc.

But, without entering into the question as to whether there are

symbols apart from the social-vocal situation, even in this situation"
to emphasize the assumption of

1

other* roles is to emphasise what would

ordinarily appear to be a highly adult form of imaginative behavior.

It

may be that in the earliest language symbols and in all language symbols
there is an integration of previous and present social conduct.

But it

would seem a more consistent development of Mead's theory that selves are
selves only in relation to other selves just as organisms are physical ob¬
jects only in relation to other physical objects, to say—not that minds
and selves arise together with the first symbol—but that minds arise
through the functioning of symbols (social and vocal in his case) and that
•selves arise when there are enough symbols to permit of the importation of
outward selves into an

1

inner* organization.

This would result in an el¬

imination of Mead,s first stage and the restriction of the term tselft to
his second stage in which an individual fully recognizes himself as an ind¬
ividualized self distinct from other individualized selves in the environ-
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ment.

It is, of course, a question of terminology but inasmuch as Mead

has not carried his doctrine as far as Uarkey's detailed examination and
inasmuch as some such extension is necessary, we suggest that an elimin¬
ation of this first stage is entirely in harmony with his work as a whole.
Dewey, also, confines symbolic integration to the social-vocal

47
situation and he mentions the 'role of the other' in this development.

48
But his emphasis is on the function of language as "the tool of tools".
"A tool", he says, "is a thing used as means to consequences, in .ead of
being taken directly and physically.
anticipatory, predictive.

It is intrinsically relational,

Yifithout reference to the absent, or 'trans-

49
cendence', nothing is a tool".

Language as the tool of social cooper¬

ation is thus the means whereby communities are organized and individual¬
ized minds appear as reconstructive centers of communal organizations.
This turning of the theory on the instrumentality of language gives a
decidedly different oast to Dewey's theory, a social rather than a genëtio interpretation of mind and the self.

The theories of Mead and Dew¬

ey may be considered, however, as complementary—mot opposing—phases
of the pragmatic movement.
In both Mead and Dewey the fully developed self-cpnscious self
emerges out of and remains inseparable from his natural and social envir¬
onment.

For both of them the symbol is Janus-faced, pointing back to the

thing indicated and forward to the consequences or the responses predicted.
In Mead's words, "It denotes and connotes.
the one, it is a name.

Y/hen the symbol is used for

When it is used for the other, it is a concept.

But it neither denotes nor connotes except, when in form at least, de¬
notation and connotation are addressed both to a self and to others, when
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it is in. a universe of discourse that is oriented vdth reference to a self”.
”Mind is then a field that is not confined to the individual much less is
located in a brain.
individuals.

Significance belongs to things in their relations to

It does not lie in mental processes which are enclosed with51

in individuals”.
Similarly Dewey writes, "Meaning is not indeed a psychic exist¬
ence} it is primarily a property of behavior, and secondarily a property
52

of objects”.

And again, "Language is specifically a mode of interaction

of at least two beings, a speaker and a hearer; it presupposes an organ¬
ized group to which these creatures belong, and from whom they have acquir¬
ed their habits of speech....The meaning of signs moreover always includes
something common as between persons and an object... .Persons and thing must
alike serve as a means in a common shared consequence.

This community of

53

partaking is meaning”.

These premises lead, as in Mead, to the conception

of mind as an objective occurenoe in the field of natural and social inter¬
actions.
The Deweyan emphasis on the social utility of mind, however, leads
him to conceive of ’individualized mind’ or the self as "an agency of novel
54

reconstruction of a preexisting order".

In the first plaoe, he says, "the

mind that appears in individuals is not as such individual mind.

The for¬

mer (mind appearing in individuals) is in itself a system of belief, recog¬
nitions, and ignorances, of acceptances and rejections, of expectancies and
appraisals of meanings which have been instituted under the influence of
55

custom and tradition".

As such it is contextual and persistent—»"the

whole system of xaeanings as they are embodied in the workings of organic
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life”.

From this standpoint the human individual is a "distinctive opa57
city of bias and preference";
and in so far as its world is consistent with

these preferences, it "is in its world as a member, extending as far as the
moving equilibrium of which it is a part lends support.

It is a natural
58
end, not as an abrupt and immediate termination but as a fulfillment".
On the other hand, the opacity of bias and preference is conjoin59
ed in the individual with "plasticity and permeability of needs and likings".

"When a gap occurs between the preferences of an individual and the satis¬
faction afforded to it by its world,

several courses are open to this ind¬

ividual——surrender, conformity, egotistical solitude, esthetic contempla¬
tion, withdrawal, etc.

Or the activities of the individual may set out

to remake conditions in accordance with its desires.

"In the latter pro¬

cess, intelligence is born——not mind which appropriates and enjoys the
whole of which it is a part, but mind as individualized, initiating, ad60
venturing, experimenting, dissolving".
The individual is then ’inter¬
mediate1—a center of desire, thought and aspiration engaged in the "dis¬
solution of old objects and a forming of new ones in a medium which, since
it is beyond the old object and not yet in a new one, can properly be term61
ed subjective".
But subjective mind is only a preliminary mode of action
and its real function is to be that of something "historic, intermediate,
.
62
temporally relative and instrumental".
It is, ideally, the means whereby
society effects a re-creation of its precariously existing institutions
toward the end of an increase of stability and significance in the lives
of its members
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In closing our discussion of the self in pragmatism, let us re¬
peat once more that the pragmatist is not interested in the self as •prim¬
ary*, eJ an individual center of thought, volitions end affeotions to which
experience is somehow mysteriously given or of which it is somehow equally
mysteriously a product.
is.

He begins with an integrated whole that simply

Out of this fundamental integrity or oneness of experience, the re¬

flective process distinguishes a ’what* that is experienced and a *how’
it is experienced.

The »how’ is a recognition of the fact that in the

midst of nature and social organizations there arise self-conscious selves.
For the most part, in Dewey’s opinion, it is more accurate to say ’it* êxperienees or is experienced, and ’it’ thinks or is thought.

"Experience,

a serial course of affairs with its own characteristic properties and rela¬
tionships, occurs, happens, and is what it is.

Among and within these oc¬

currences, not outside of them nor underlying them are those events denom-
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inated selves".
Bound up with nature and the -workings of a social group from the
first breath of its existence, the human organism comes, by means of the
I

symbolic prooess, to recognize itself as a self in contradistinction to
other selves.

He attains to a certain unity of personality dependent on

the set of meanings, beliefs, habits etc., which he has acquired and for
which he has accepted the responsibility of consequences.

His activity

is one with all organic behavior in that it issues from bodily needs and
desires.

His freedom is his intelligence——his ability to direct present

activity in the light of future possibilities, i.e. through the use of de¬
sire, deliberation and choice.

Considered, however, as an active body of
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habits, feelings and meanings, for the most part, it is more accurate to
say of the self, ’it' thinks or is thought.

"Thoughts sprout and Veget¬

ate; ideas proliferate... .Some suggestion surges from the unknown.. •.It
comes to us from others, by education, tradition and the suggestion of
the environment.

Our intelligence is bound up, so far as its materials

64
are concerned, with the community life of which we are a part".
But once this dependence of selves on nature and sociejfcy is tak¬
en into account, the pragmatist insists on the unique value of selfhood in
the temporal order of the contingent ’real’.

He recognizes the bodily phase

of selfhood and thus the continuity of the self with the processes of nature
interpreted ’naturalistically’ rather than ’idealistically’.

With objective

idealism, he refuses to separate the mind of the self end hence the self
from its world or from the so-called ’objects’ of mind^ealistic theories.
The so-called ’objects’ of the mind are the mind, that is, portions of exp¬
erience varying in degrees of abstractness from the original experienced
situation and functioning as symbols of those situations.

The mental act¬

ivity of the self consists in the fact that symbols are brought together in
various combinations and arrangements for verification again in experience.
Confronted with problematic affairs, the self constructs hypotheses.

And

some of these constructions, i.e. symbolized ideals and aspirations, etc.,
the pragmatist maintains, are of immense importance in determining the nat¬
ural course of events.

And from the point of view of society, the self,

in some cases, assîmes the status of "tool of tools, the means in all use
of means" toward effecting amelioration of the human predicament.

Which is

high praise from the pragmatist and justification enough, in his opinion,
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for the plain man's incorrigible faith in himself and in the worth of
his own actiTities.
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